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The approach of the study is historical and institutional.

The thesis compares the performance of the pre-war Nigerian

economy to its post-war performance. The study analyzes the

role of petroleum production, agriculture, and the banking

system as the major generators of growth in the economy. It

portrays the political framework of the country, and endeavors

to give a clear and concise understanding of the economic and

political implications of the war. Development planning policy

issues are examined and evaluated to ascertain the degree to

which Nigerian planners are fully aware of the nation's devel-

opment obstacles.



PREFACE

It is a popular opinion that development suffers when

economic and social dislocation results from civil war and

disorder, when foreign capital is driven away, when political

leadership is subjected to sudden change, or when administra-

tive continuity is disrupted. There is also a contrary view

in modern history that violence, through the process of

internal and external conflict, may serve to advance develop-

ment.*

Nigeria, one of the leading Third World nations, during

its continuing struggle for a better standard of living, was

plagued by the Nigerian-Biafran Civil War in the late 1960's,

and the post-war era is assumed to have generated a new

spectrum of economic-development problems and prospects.

In that connection, this study will analyze the develop-

ment process in the Nigerian civil war economy during the

post-civil war period (1970-1977). The purpose of the study

is to review the performance of the economy during the same

period and to focus on the development problems as well as

leading economic policy issues. The study is considered

significant in that it will

1. Assess the effect of Nigerian political instability,

or the civil war, on the nation's post-war economic

*Hunter, Robert E. and John E. Rielly, editors, Develop-
ment Today, New York, Praeger Publishers, Inc., 1972.
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development and provide an analysis of the economic and

political events leading to the war.

2. Inform development economists, policy makers, and

interested students about Nigeria's economic development

after the civil war.

3. Provide an assessment of the performance of the

Nigerian economy both before and after the civil war.

4. Highlight development problems confronting Nigerian

economic planners and focus on the weaknesses of the nation's

economic policy in the post-war period.

5. Suggest alternative solutions to current policy

problems.

The approach to the study of the problem is historical

and institutional. The thesis compares the performance of

the pre-war Nigerian economy to its post-war performance.

The study analyzes the role of petroleum production, agri-

culture, and the banking system as the major generators of

growth in the economy. It portrays the political framework

of the country and endeavors to give a clear and concise

understanding of the economic and political implications

of the war. Development-planning policy issues are examined

and evaluated to ascertain the degree to which Nigerian

planners are fully aware of the nation's development

obstacles.

The speed of change in Nigeria over the past seventeen

years (post-independence era) has relegated all earlier
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periods to the status of ancient economic policy (of Nigeria);

and there is, therefore, little point in looking exhaustively

to the pre-independence days in this study. The transforma-

tion from a colony to an independent sovereign state fired

the leaders of Nigeria with great ambition. In consequence,

attainment of a high degree of economic freedom to comple-

ment the nation's political freedom has been the dominant

and popular thinking among Nigerian elites in the post-war

years. In the light of such a national goal, this study

endeavors to assess the degree to which Nigerian economic

planners and managers are committed to it. It is the view

of this study that, on the whole, the plans are strategic;

but their implementation is handicapped by such deficiencies

as inadequate managerial skill and a weak commitment to the

national goal. Inadequate executive capacity, hastiness in

the conception and implementation of certain policies,

institutional bottlenecks, and low levels of literacy and

a poor educational system have also served as impediments to

national goals.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Country

Nigeria is an indigenously controlled African country

located on the west coast of the continent. The country

contains approximately 356,669 square miles--one-tenth the

size of the United States. It is bordered on the south by

the Gulf of Guinea, on the west by Dahomey, on the north by

Niger, and on the east by Cameroun (8, p. 5). The country

derives its name from the River Niger, the largest and long-

est river in the country, which divides Nigeria into its

former three political subdivisions--north, east, and west.

The recorded history of Nigeria could be said to have

begun in the ninth century. Development progressed rather

unevenly through the following centuries. By the sixteenth

century, there was clear evidence of a well-organized society.

External trade (mainly in salt) indicated some commercial

progress and, by implication, peace and political stability.

The end of the sixteenth century proved a turning

point for Nigeria in many ways. There was the powerful

Bornu Kingdom in the northeast; the Hausa states had reached

a level of material prosperity and cultural development.

The Yoruba people were settling down, and trade was beginning

1



in earnest. The Nupe, Bornu, and Kwarafara tribes were

commercially well-organized. Along the coast, the Benin

were powerful, as a consequence of European influence. The
Ibo and the Ibibio tribes were living in much the same areas
as they do now and were already marked out as vigorous and
commercially active societies. The influence of individual

Europeans successfully paved the way for British colonization

of Nigeria.

In 1849, British consuls were appointed to the Coast and
Oil rivers, thus gradually increasing British influence in
Nigeria. In 1861, Lagos,, in the south, was annexed by the

British; and, by 1914, both Northern and Southern Nigeria
were amalgamated under a single British Governor. Nigeria

had long existed as a sovereign nation of heterogeneous

peoples both before and after the advent of European coloniza-

tion.

From the early 1920's, the history of Nigeria has been
that of the rise of modern nationalism and an advance toward
independence. Between 1946 and 1951, different constitutions

were introduced, which gave Nigerians their first representa-

tive government and then, ultimately, their first responsible

government (7, p. 373). Under the 1946 constitution, a
federal form of government was established, and the country

was divided into three regions without regard to tribal

peculiarities and subcultural incompatibilities. A central

legislature was set up to administer the entire country.

2
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Regional Houses of Assemblies were established to act as

advisory bodies to the central legislature on regional matters.

The function of the Regional Houses was purely advisory, since

the House members did not participate in any decision-making

processes. Policy decisions were strictly vested in the

colonial governors representing the British crown (7, p. 373).

Nigerians came into power with the adoption of the Macpherson

Constitution in 1951. Before this date, Nigerians thought in

terms no larger than the local communities from which they

came. They tended to identify themselves solely with their

individual communities, which accounts for some of the roots

of communism that has dogged Nigerian politics and political

tradition since the end of World War II. Decision making in

communities hardly went beyond local social welfare, such as

the schools and hospitals. Such concerns did not lend them-

selves to the direct creation of a growth-producing economy.

As a positive step to counter existing conditions of

unrest and servitude, the 1951 Constitution greatly increased

regional autonomy. It established larger and more representa-

tive legislatures, with wider power both in the regions as

well as at the center. Nigerians, for the first time, were

given their full share in shaping government actions. The

revised constitutions of 1954 and 1957 took the country

several steps further toward independence.

In 1957, the former Eastern Region and Western Region,

comprising the Ibos, Ibibios, Ijaws, Efiks, Jorubas, and
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Binis achieved self-government. The Northern Region, made

up of many of the Hausas and Fulanis, became self-governing

in 1959. Nigeria attained full independence on October 1,

1960, and up to 1963 there were three regions, the Northern,

Western, and Eastern Regions, while the Federal Territory of

Lagos, the capital, was not part of any region. In 1963, the

Midwestern region was carved out of Western Nigeria (2, p. 1).

The country existed in this form (see Figure 1) until the

outbreak of political instabilities which culminated in the

civil war in1 1967, which is examined in a later chapter of

this study. Subsequently, the federal government has become

controlled by the military; and the country has been further

divided into twelve states, each having a military governor

(see Figure 2).

The climate is tropical, with the usual wet and dry

seasons. The rainy season starts in the south, about the

middle of April, and lasts until November. The rest of the

year is considered the dry season. Around the coastal areas,

the average daytime temperatures are about 88 degrees

fahrenheit. Rainfall varies tremendously, with up to 160

inches per year in the south to virtually no rainfall at all

in the dry desert region of the north (8, p. 5).

Nigeria has one of the best overall transportation

systems in Africa. However, it would be classified as

inadequate compared to United States' standards. There are

two operational international airports, one located in the
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southern part of the country at Ikeja, near Lagos, and the

other in the north, at Kano. A master plan has been launched,

involving redevelopment of the existing sixteen local air-

ports and three international airports to be located at Port

Harcourt, Maiduguri, and Illorin. Included in the plan is

the development of eleven new local airports (10, p. 685).

Nigeria has eight major seaports, of which Lagos and Port

Harcourt account for over 90 percent of the imports (8, p. 5).

There are more than 55,000 miles of paved roads and more than

2,000 miles of railroads.

The People

With nearly a third as many people as the United States,

Nigeria is the most populous country in Black Africa (11,

p. 1). The Northern states contain 80 percent of the land

area of the country and roughly half of the population. The

largest ethnic groups in the North are the Hausas and the

Fulani, two closely related groups. Besides the Hausa-Fulani,

other important Northern groups are the Kanuri in the North-

east, and the Tiv, Nupe, and Yoruba of the southern parts of

that region. The Eastern and Western Regions each contain

18 percent of the country. The East, with almost a quarter

of the total population, is the most densely populated part

of Nigeria. Easterners, more so than people from other areas,

have tended to migrate from their home region to other

portions of the country. The largest Eastern group is the
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Ibo; but the Ibibio and the Ijaw are also numerous. The

largest Western group is the Yoruba, while the Midwest is

the smallest region in the area, as well as being the small-

est in population (2, pp. 1, 3).

There are no current official census data of Nigeria.

The estimate of nearly a third as many people as are in the

United States is an unofficial one. In the words of a former

Nigerian Head of State,

. a. .with regard to the 1973 population census
it is now clear that whatever results are announced
will not command general acceptance throughout the
country. The 1973 count is to be cancelled and for
planning purposes the 1963 figures will continue to
be used (9, p. 16).

The 1963 census figure details are presented in Table

I. From the table, one visualizes Nigeria as a conglomera-

tion of about forty ethnic groups. As a consequence, the

social structure is extremely diverse. As a nation, Nigeria

is an uneasy unity of peoples often construed as tribes.

Recognizing regional diversity, the nation is now divided

into nineteen separate states, decentralizing development and

regional power. In preparation for a return to civilian rule

in 1979, the people have drafted a new constitution that owes

much to American political thought. It calls for a House of

Representatives, whose members are to be elected on the basis

of population, and a Senate, with a fixed membership to be

elected from each state. It envisions also an executive

president who, with his hand-picked vice-president, will
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TABLE I

POPULATION OF NIGERIA (1963 CENSUS)

Nigerian Total Male Female
Ethnic Group

Hausa

Yoruba

Ibo

Fulani

Kanuri

Ibibio

Tiv

Ijaw

Edo

Annang

Nupe

Urhobo

Igala

Idoma

Igbirra

Gwari

Ekoi

Mumuye

Alago

Ogoni

11,652,745

11,320,509

9,246,388

4,784,366

2,259,091

2,006,486

1,393,649

1,088,885

954,970

675,004

656,296

639,251

581, 551

485,562

425,783

378,168

344,514

294,208

249,537

202,567

5,936,424

5,767,978

4,684,849

2,448,537

1,149,473

982,010

711,481

522,661

473,002

332,173

309,382

313,845

284,773

232,314

233,920

189,747

165,021

147,527

123,487

102,174

5,716,321

5,552,531

4,661,539

2,335,829

1,109,618

1,024,479

682,168

566,224

481,968

342,831

346,914

325,406

296,778

253,248

191,863

188,421

179,493

146,681

126,050

100,393
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TABLE I--Continued

Nigerian Total Male Female
Ethnic Group

I soko

Higgi

Bura

Efick

Ghamba

Shua Arab

Kaje

Jari

Kambari

Eggon

Kobchi

Angas

Karakare

Birom

Yergam

Other Nigerians

Total

200,357

176,969

171,875

166,297

162,330

155,531

152,264

146,983

145,610

143,028

141,224

138,224

128,802

118,736

116,235

3,654,165

55,558,163

_J

99,392

87,376

78,632

91,112

80,915

81,028

74,469

60,501

73,121

71,672

71,552

66,440

62,053

59,418

55,785

1,808,117

-t

28,041,361

100,966

89,593

93,243

75,185

81,415

74,503

77,795

77,482

72,489

71,356

69,602

71,784

66,749

59,318

60,450

1,846,048

27,516,802
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serve four years (6, p. 53). In 1975, the country was

further divided into nineteen states governed by the military

(see Figure 3).

On the whole, economic considerations, rather than

political considerations, are Nigeria's strongest hope for

unity and for overcoming the negative effects of diversity.

Nigeria's principal instrument being utilized to integrate

and to advance its people's well-being is the elaborate Third

National Development Plan, which is to be financed by the sale

of its oil production in world markets. The plan (as shall

be seen in Chapter VII) sets out in great detail the manner in

which revenue is to be disbursed. Substantial sums will be

spent in the 1975-to-1978 period to build roads, schools,

housing, factories, sports facilities, petro-chemical plants,

oil refineries, and agricultural projects (6, p. 53).

The latest population estimates are in excess of 70

million people for the entire country, which is about 30 per-

cent increase over the 1963 figures (Table I). Tables II and III

illustrate an attempt to break down the 1963 population into

the former twelve-state structure created in 1967 (See Figure

2). The density of the population per square mile in each of

the twelve states is determined. Lagos, the federal capital,

shows the greatest number of people per square mile, followed

by Enugu, the capital of the former East Central State. It

is to be observed that Ibadan the next largest city in the

country and the second commercial center in the nation, only
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TABLE II

POPULATION AND DENSITY (NOVEMBER, 1963, CENSUS)

Area Persons State Capital
State (Sq i.) Population P Sq (With Population)

North-Western 65,143 5,833,296 88 Sokoto (89,817)

North-Central 27,108 4,098,305 151 Kaduna (149,910)

Kano 16,630 5,774,842 347 Kano (295,432)

North-Eastern 103,639 7,793,443 75 Maiduguri
(13-9,965)

Benue-Plateau 40,590 4,009,408 99 Jos (90,402)

Kwara 28,672 2,399,365 84 Ilorin (208,546)

Lagos 1,381 1,443,567 1,045 Lagos (669,246)

Western 29,100 9,487,525 326 Ibadan (627,379)

Mid-Western 14,922 2,535,839 170 Benin City
(100,694)

East-Central 11,310 7,227,559 639 Enugo (138,457)

South-Eastern 11,166 3,622,589 324 Calabar (76,418)

Rivers 7,008 1,544,814 220 Port Harcourt
(179,563)

Total 356,669 55,670,052 156

ranks fourth in density. Table IV shows yearly population

incremental growth at an average rate of 3 percent. Table

V shows a tabulation of educational institutions, their

enrollments, and teaching staffs in 1971. As deduced from

the table, Nigerian primary schools have approximately one

teacher to every forty pupils, twenty students to one teacher

in the secondary and technical schools, and seven university

13
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TABLE III

CHIEF TOWNS POPULATION (1970 ESTIMATES)

Town Population

Lagos (Federal
Ibadan . .0.*.

Ogbomosho . .
Kano . . .

Oshogbo .
Ilorin . .

Abeokuta .
Port Harcourt
Zaria . .

Ilesha . .
Onitsha .
Iwo . . .
Ado-Ekiti.
Kaduna . .
Mushin . .
Maiduguri
Enugu . .
Ede .
Aba . . .
Ife .
Ila .
Oyo . . .

Ikere-Ekiti.
Benin City

Year

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

Capital)

. 0. . . . . . . . . .. .0...

. ...... 0 .0 . . . . . . . ... ...

. ....a 0. . . . . . . .0.0. .

. ........ .. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . . . . . . . . .
0 .0 .0 .0 . 0. . . 0. 0. . . 0. 0. . . .
. .0 . 0. 0.0. . . 0.0. . . 0. 0. . . .
. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . . .0 .0 .0 . .. ...
. .0 .0 . 0 .0 . . .0 . . 0 . . . . . .
. .0 . 0. 0 .0 . . .0 . . 0 . . . . . .
. . 0. 0. 0.&. . . 0.0. . . 0. 0. . . .
. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . . 0 .a .0 . . . . . .
. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . . . . . . . .
. .0 .0 .0 .0 . . .0.0 . . .0. 0. .. .
. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .a .0 . . . . . . . . .
. .0 .0 . 0 . 0. . .0 . . 0 . . . . . .

..0.0. .a.0. . 0. 0. 0. &. . 0 . .
. .0.0. 0.0. . .0. . 0. . . . . .

. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . . . . . . . . .

. .0 . 0. 0.0.0. . . 0. 0. 0. . . . . .

. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . 0. . . . . . . . .

874,417
745,756
380,239
351,175
248,394
247,896
222,630
213,443
197,524
197,111
193,793
188,506
187,239
178,208
173,520
166,374
164,582
159,938
155,720
154,589
136,328
133,548
127,447
119,692

TABLE IV

TOTAL POPULATION OF NIGERIA ACCORDING TO YEAR

Population

. . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . 5 5 , 6 55,670,000
. . .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . . . . .0 .0 .0 .0 . 0. . . . 57,062,000

. . . 0. 0. 0. 0 .0 .& .0 . .0 .0 .0 .0 .0.0 . . 58,489,000
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 959,951,000

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61,449,000
. . . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.0. . . 0.0. ow- 0- 62,986,000

. . . . . . . . . . . 0.0 0 . a 0 . 6 4 . 64,560,000
. . .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 . a . . .0.0 - - - - - 66,174,000

. . .0.0.0.0 . 0.0.l. . 0 0 - e 0. 0 0.N .A .
. . .0 . 0 . 0. 0. . . . . 0. 0 . . . 0. 69,524,000
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TABLE V

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT AND TEACHER DENSITY

Number of Numbr Number
Institutions Establishments of of

Teachers Students

Primary Schools 15,000 101,366 3,696,000

Secondary Schools 1,400 11,644 215,000

Technical Schools 75 789 15,059

Teacher Training Colleges 193 1,837 30,493

Universities (1971) 6 2,628 17,495

students to one lecturer. Thesb ratios, if they were mean-

ingful, would indicate effective teaching, but the real

issue is whether or not the teachers are adequately quali-

fied to offer quality instruction to the students. Assum-

ing that all students in the secondary schools, teacher

training colleges, and technical schools eventually quality

and desire to pursue university education, Nigerian univer-

sity facilities in in 1971 could accommodate only about 7

percent of those students. The shortage of university

student positions may be explained by the fact that there

are a soaring number of Nigerians in foreign universities.

However, the federal military government is making remark-

able progress in increasing the number and size of Nigerian

universities. Six more university campuses have been added
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recently to the six shown in Table VI. However, there is

still a shortage which will be explained in Chapter VII

under free university tuition and free technical education

policy in the Third National Development Plan.

TABLE VI

UNIVERSITIES IN NIGERIA

University City Founded Profes- Stu-
sors dents

Ahmadu Bello University Zaria 1962 899 4,944

University of Benin Benin City 1970 81 417

University of Ibadan Ibadan 1962 723 3,795

University of Ife Ile-Ife 1961 370 2,753

University of Lagos Lagos 1962 328 1,973

University of Nigeria Nusukka 1960 600 3,363

University of Science Port
and Technology Harcourt *

*Currently under construction.

The six new universities are the University of Jos; Univer-

sity of Sokoto; University of Maidugun; University College,

Kano; University of Calabar; and the University College,

Illorin. The importance of a closer analysis and a more

careful coordination of these academic institutions derives

from the great need to ensure an adequate supply of high-

level manpower to meet the future development needs of the

economy (9, p. 429). The basis of the educational system
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is similar to that of Great Britain, which is now considered

outdated, as will be analyzed later in this study.

The Moslem and Christian religions are predominant in

Nigeria. In the Northern states, over 72 percent of the

population are Moslems. In the Southern states, the reverse

is true; over 77 percent are Christians. When considering

the overall population, 47 percent of the poeple are Moslems,

and 34 percent are Christians (8, p. 7). These groups are

illustrated in Table VII.

TABLE VII

RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE

Total
Religion Population Percent Male Female

Moslems 26,276,496 47.2 13,397,054 12,879,442

Christians 19,207,144 34.5 10,077,436 9,129,708

Others 10,186,415 18.3 4,637,362 5,549,053

Table VIII is a reflection of the alien population

figure in 1971, which is slightly under 2 percent of the

total. Yet, it is this segment which has the bulk of the

disposable income of the country. This particular point

prompted the current federal military government's

"indigenization" policy, as expressed in the Nigerian Enter-

prises Promotion Decree, 1977, under which all enterprises
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TABLE VIII

ALIEN POPULATION IN NIGERIA*

=---- ----

African Total Male Female

Cameroun 18,434 13,532 4,902
Niger 8,807 6,430 2,377
Ghana 7,563 4,401 3,162
Togo 7,392 4,172 3,220
Dahomey 5,214 3,136 2,078
Sierra Leone 1,984 1,166 818
Chad 1,626 1,139 487
United Arab Republic 1,123 640 483
Liberia 712 433 279
Other African Countries 1,649 1,045 604

Tota 54,504 36,094 18,410

Non-African Total Male Female

United Kingdom 15,137 8,992 6,395
France 9,643 7,395 2,248
United States 4,031 2,060 1,971
Lebanon 2,110 1,256 854
Netherlands 1,798 1,029 769
Scandinavia 1,624 935 689
Eire 1,472 877 595
Indiana 1,454 976 478
Italy 1,103 770 333
Germany 916 629 287
Pakistan 638 363 275
Canada 623 324 299
Greece 542 386 156
Other Countries 5,688 3,451 2,237
Unspecified 10,431 5,024 5,407

Total 57,388 34,397 22,993

*Source: Robert A. Miller, Nigerian Food" Stud, Atlanta,
Georgia, Department of Agricultural Service, 1974.
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in Nigeria are classified into three categories. Schedule 1

consists of enterprises exclusively reserved for Nigerians,

Schedule 2 consists of enterprises in which at least 60 per-

cent of the equity must be owned by Nigerians, and Schedule

3 lists enterprises in which at least 40 percent of the equity

must be owned by Nigerians (5, p. 10). Because of the low

stock of savings possessed by potential indigenous investors

and their inability to obtain credit, they have, as a

practical matter, been unable to take advantage of the

decree which was ostensibly designed to serve them. The

real effect of the decree was to enable the government to

come into immediate possession of all the commercial wealth

of the nation so designated by the decree. It was also

intended that the government would dole out the expropriated

"means of production, distribution and exchange" to competent

non-alien Nigerians. It was hoped that "indigenization"

would be used to broaden Nigerian possession of the owner-

ship of wealth and, by so doing, create prosperity for a

large proportion of Nigerians, who would come to possess a

substantial means of income as a consequence of their owner-

ship or part ownership of a whole range of enterprises

formerly dominated by aliens.

There were more than 74,000 foreigners in the public

and private establishments in Nigeria in 1976. A total

of 113,827 foreigners visited Nigeria, while 528 persons
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were refused visas for various reasons which are not yet

disclosed to the general public.

Recently, the multimillion-dollar Nigerian Natural

Statium in Lagos and the Second World Black Festival of

Arts and Culture, which took place in Lagos, Nigeria, between

January 15 and February 12, 1977, have done much to promote

tourism in Nigeria (4, p. 16; 5, pp. 12-13, 18).

The Structure of the Economy

Nigerian economy has been predominantly agricultural.

According to the 1952-1953 census, 78 percent of the total

male working force was engaged in agriculture, forestry,

animal husbandry, fishing, and hunting. By the end of 1963,

this dropped to about 71 percent (3, p. 7). These activities

accounted for about 62 percent of the gross domestic product

in 1956-1957; but, in 1958, agricultural production accounted

for about 60.2 percent of the gross domestic product (7,

p. 11). The majority of Nigerian farmers still work small

lots on a subsistence level, widely dispersed through the

country. The system of land cultivation is "shifting culti-

vation" or "land rotation," which means that, when a piece

of land is exhausted, the farmer deserts it and moves to a

more fertile area. The abandoned piece of land might be

tilled again after two, three, five, or seven years of lying

fallow. Although most farmers employ simple implements like

cutlasses, spades, and hoes, great strides have been made
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recently in the modernization of Nigeria's agriculture (3,

pp. 7-8), as will be seen in later chapters. The predominant

techniques, however, are still primitive, and present-day

Nigerian agriculture can hardly be considered a source of

dynamic growth. Nevertheless, it contributed to about 30

percent of such gross domestic products as existed in 1973

(1, p. 613).

Prior to the rise of crude oil as the main producer of

foreign exchange, agricultural produce accounted for over 60

percent of Nigeria's exports. Nigeria's non-oil exports grew

from $480 million in 1960 to a peak of $585 million in 1965,

and since then have fluctuated generally within the range of

$510 million to $570 million (13, p. 55) . Suffice it to say

that the Nigerian economy has been totally transformed by oil

since the Oil-Producing Export Countries (OPEC), of which

Nigeria is a member, raised its prices in October, 1973 (12,

p. 70). In the third quarter of 1973, oil accounted for 79

percent of the total export revenues. In the same quarter in

1974, it accounted for 93 percent of the export revenues.

Total export revenues had almost tripled in value, and oil

was responsible for the total increase (12, p. 70). The

impact of this phenomenon is studied in greater detail in

Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER II

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

PROCESSES IN THE PRE-CIVIL WAR

NIGERIAN ECONOMY

Background of Development Concept

Economic development may be partially described as the

process whereby the productivity of a country is raised.

One indication of such development is the increase in

national income per capita (1, pp. 4-5) .

The requirements for economic development are not

merely an adequate supply of the factors of production,

although that is, of course, an obvious necessity. It is

of importance that people are willing and able to utilize

their resources effectively. The first step in economic

development is to want to achieve it. A static, traditional

society is content with the way things are, and that usually

involves a very low standard of living. Individual loyalties

are invariably to the family and to the tribe, and those

units of social organization are usually too small and too

weak to permit the achievement of sustained productivity

increases. Ignorance of what is possible in the way of

productivity increases and superstitious resistance to new

and more efficient ways of doing things are widespread.

24
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Family and tribe rule rests in the hands of wise old men and

women, but their wisdom lies in the traditions and in the

experience of their own tightly circumscribed world. The

part that capital formation and technical progress play in

production and economic development (4, p. 29) is beyond

their understanding. There is a great value attached to the

enjoyment of conspicuous consumption, accompanied by little

or no regard for the value and satisfaction to be gained

from outstanding feats of production. Outstanding feats of

consumption are acknowledged with great respect.

Economic development requires substantial change in all

these conditions, and education is the best hope for bring-

ing about these changes. Education at the primary level

enables children to learn something of the way of life of

people other than their own immediate community. The

traditional society leaves little room for choice; but,

once children know how other people live, they can then

compare those lifestyles with their own. For some, there

will be strong aspirations toward what they judge to be a

better way of life. They begin to think about whether such

change is actually within their reach. They consider what

their resources are and how best to utilize them. To some

economists, education is considered the greatest determinant

of American growth since the Great Depression (6, p. 448).

The worker who cannot read, who cannot handle numbers and
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who lacks background knowledge is almost certain to be an

inefficient worker (6, p. 448).

Any developing economy has great need for people func-

tioning at every educational level, but less and less demand

for people without education. In a traditional society,

farmers manage very well without education. However, once

better methods of growing crops are developed, farmers should

have the education to be able to apply these. They must

understand why the changes are a good idea; they must be able

to read instructions, to keep accounts, and perhaps even to

report in writing to research workers on what they have been

doing and with what results, so that research workers may

measure and assess their performance. Most industrial jobs

require workers who are able to understand written notices

or instructions; often they have to understand the use of

figures. More responsible posts require higher forms of

education. Banking and commerce increase greatly the demand

for highly competent clerical workers. The civil service

has to have a great range of people with education, from the

level of high school graduates to the university graduates

with terminal degrees. Technical education also is essential

to the industrialization process; educated workers with

technical skills of a higher and higher order are indispens-

able to sustained growth and development.

If high productivity is to be achieved, more and better

food is required to sustain the health and well-being of the
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labor force. A primary requirement for economic improvement

is, therefore, a fundamental change in agrarian patterns

whereby the growing urban and industrial workers can be

properly fed. As Viner notes,

The first requirements for high labor productivity
under modern conditions are that the masses of the.
population shall be literate, healthy and sufficiently
well-fed to be strong and energetic. In many countries,
if these were achieved, all else necessary for rapid
economic development would come readily and easily of
itself (14, p. 17).

High agricultural productivity has yet another important

advantage. When each agricultural worker, by raising his

output, is able to feed ten people instead of three, this

will, in the course of time, make it possible to release

workers from the land to go into industrial jobs which may

be more highly productive than even efficient agricultural

work. Thus, industrialization is itself aided by the improve-

ment of agriculture.

Agricultural improvement alone is not sufficient to

secure the really high standards of living which all people

want. It is the experience of the author that even countries

like New Zealand, where agriculture is very important and

highly developed, are largely dependent on industry for their

high standards. Industry uses capital intensively, and it is

labor, with the cooperation of large amounts of capital per

individual laborer, which achieves the highest levels of

productivity. Agriculture and industrialization are, there-

fore, equally important to the economic future of any nation,
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and both have to be nurtured if high standards of living are

to be achieved. The significant question is, which should

be developed first? Obviously, the ideal would be for both

to go forward hand in hand in a program of balanced growth;

but the serious danger is that agriculture might lag behind,

causing deficiencies in food supplies and nutrition, on the

one hand, and shortages in the industrial labor force, on

the other hand. The question is still an open one, though

many economists, like Ricardo, believe that the emphasis

should be placed first on the improvement of agriculture

(9, p. 563).

While there may be unanimity as to the goal of economic

development, the methods to achieve such development and the

appropriate utilization of the initial benefits of economic

gain are subject to conflicting opinion which may handicap

development. As Moore and Feldman put it,

The desire for or commitment to economic development
as an end does not necessarily include desire or com-
mitment for economic development as a means. The
fact that these two aspects of development can vary
somewhat independently means that, even though the
desire for development as a goal may exist and be
physically achievable, commitment to development as
a process of change may not exist (12, p. 6).

The underlying thesis here asserted is that all of the above

prescriptions must be dealt with, not as one-sided, isolated

phenomena, but as interrelated facets of an all-encompassing

process of planning for development that can be implemented

only after the attainment of certain essential preconditions.
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Fundamental change in institutions and in values is one

critical precondition.

The trend and performance of both the pre-civil war

and the post-war economy will be analyzed and assessed on

the framework of development which is noted herein.

Recent Growth Trends

With the establishment of law and order by the
colonial administration, the development of a communi-
cation network and the presence of intermediary European
traders, the Nigerian economy underwent a process of
integration, both internally and with the world economy.
New export crops were introduced such as groundnuts
(peanuts), cotton, rubber, cocoa, and cassiterite (tin
ore) and coal deposits were uncovered and exploited.
While the colonial government gradually built up the
social and economic infrastructure, Christian mission-
aries shouldered the burden of primary and secondary
education (7, p. 7).

In effect, the country experienced rapid growth of

exports in the first three decades of this century. Between

1900 and 1929, export value grew sevenfold, while export

volume increased five times. These increases translate into

a compounded annual growth rate of 7 percent and 5.5 percent,

respectively (5, p. 5). This expansion was generated by

increases in the production of cocoa, palm produce,, rubber,

groundnuts (peanuts),, and cotton. These same commodities

continue to dominate Nigeria's major agricultural exports

(13, p. 31). As it was then, these crops are produced

chiefly by farmers with small holdings employing crude,

traditional technology. Export production achieved in
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small-scale operations, with a simple technology, is closely

associated with subsistence production.

The Nigerian economy, from the start of the twentieth

century, was never at the mercy of a single commodity. Since

the Second World War, no one commodity has accounted for more

than one-quarter of the total export earnings. In the nine-

teenth century, palm produce was the prominent foreign-

exchange earner, enabling the economy to bridge from the age

of slavery into the present era of increasing export diversi-

fication (1, p. 4). And, since the early 1900's, the

characteristic peasant organization of production has responded

successfully to world demand for new tropical crops--notably

cocoa, groundnuts, cotton, rubber, timber, and benniseed (1,

p. 4). It seems evident that the development of the Nigerian

government was shaped primarily by the Nigerian farmers' 
and

traders' responses to international markets during the first

three decades of the twentieth century. Agriculture and

trading were the major economic activities. Apart from handi-

crafts and mining, there was practically no industrial produc-

tion in Nigeria (3, p. 67). Prest and Stewart's estimates of

Nigerian national income in 1950-1951 and Okiobo's study of

Nigeria's National Accounts, 1950-1957, both concluded that

the Nigerian economy in the 1950's was overwhelmingly agri-

cultural; farming, together with agricultural livestock,

forestry, and fishing contributed between two-thirds and

three-fourths of the gross national product (3, p. 68).
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Foreign trade also played a great role in the growth

and development of the economy. By stimulating a rise in

income from production and trade, foreign trade increased

the capacity of the economy to save and invest and for

cumulative growth to depend more and more on increasing

productivity. Foreign trade provided the primary source

for general economic expansion (1, p. 2). Industrialization

and diversification of the agrarian economy depended sub-

stantially on foreign trade, providing the single most

important source for fixed-capital formation.

In a discussion of the importance of foreign trade in

Nigeria's colonial economy, an attempt is made in this study

to specify imports as the source of the initial impulse for

generating growth. That is, the presence and awareness of

imports are held to be the impetus for inducing the peasants

to shift from subsistence and leisure to production for the

purpose of export, which would provide cash with which to

produce the desired imports. Historically, it was true that

the attraction of new goods played an important role in the

acceptance and cultivation of new crops (as well as the

expansion of existing ones) for export trade. -The eighteenth

century European merchants clearly indicated that they had to

offer such inducements as toys, beads, brass pans, rum,

tobacco, muskets, and gunpowder in return for slaves (1, p. 3).

And, when the traffic in men gave way in the nineteenth

century to the new demand by European industry for tropical
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raw materials, the inducement to export vegetable oils from

Nigeria was found in imported cotton piece-goods and gin.

For example, exports of goods and services increased in

value by 117 percent between 1950 and 1962, while imports

rose by 246 percent during the same period (3, p. 67). These

figures provide an account of the important role which

foreign trade played in the growth and development of the

Nigerian economy and lead to sectoral examination of growth

and development in the pre-civil war economy.

Agriculture

In the absence of adequate and reliable accounts con-

cerning the structure and volume of domestic trade in food-

stuffs, it appears that the trends and dimensions in

agricultural output and income were geared toward export

(3, p. 71).

Spurred initially by soaring world-market prices,

Nigerian agricultural exports expanded rapidly during the

1950's. Table IX shows that Nigeria had a reasonably

diversified mix of agricultural exports that tended to

moderate the adverse effects of wide commodity price fluctua-

tions on individual commodities that ensued later (13, p. 33).

According to Helleiner, export diversification at the national

level is helpful if all export prices do not move in unison

and if there is some mechanism for transferring resources from

the temporarily more prosperous regions to the temporarily

depressed ones (5, p. 50).
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Prior to independence, the growth of the Nigerian

economy and its fluctuations were closely related to its

export earnings. The extent of manufacture in Nigeria prior

to 1962 was minimal, while production for export provided

hundreds of thousands of peasant families with their main,

or even sole, source of cash income and, thus, helped deter-

mine the level of consumption expenditures, investment in

farms, and tax receipts of local and regional governments (2,

p. 6).

Major agricultural products (Table IX) for export had

grown in value at an annual rate of 4.6 percent between 1950

and 1966 and 3.8 percent between 1958 and 1966 (13, p. 33).

The factors underlying this substantial growth of agricul--'

tural exports are complex. Lewis documents the major

incentives as favorable prices, the growth of transport

facilities, and technological innovations (8, p. 20). But,

Helleiner emphasizes farmers' production responses as caused

primarily by extensive use of previously unused factors,

including both land and labor from growing population and

decreased leisure, although he does recognize that produc-

tivity had increased with some crops (5, p. 28). Technologi-

cal improvements have increased productivity in cocoa and,

to a lesser extent, cotton and palm products. There has,

however, been a lack of technological innovation in rubber

culture C8, p. 20). The net result in the change is that,

up to the start of the Civil War in 1967, agriculture was



still the major source of foreign exchange, netting over 63

percent (Table IX); at the same time, it accounted for more

than 60 percent of the gross domestic product. Table X shows

the output as a share of the gross domestic product (GDP).

From 1950 to the time of the civil war, Nigeria's peasant

agricultural sector had accounted for approximately half of

the growth in real output, while its share in total invest-

ment had averaged only 12 percent (7, p. 10).

Agricultural resources., however, were greatly under-

employed, which, by implication, means that income and

employment volume created by agriculture could have been

even larger but for the undercapacity production which was

linked to cultural practices and poor agricultural policies.

These policies may be summarized as follows:

1. Self-sufficient food policies which raised consumer

prices (see Table XI for information concerning the consumer

price index) and induced higher minimum statutory wage rates.

2. Overemphasis on direct government production schemes

which are capital-intensive: (a) state farms, (b) land

settlements, and (c) irrigation.

3. Lack of national R and D policies and programs which

are geared toward factor indowments of the nation (10, p. 423).

In brief, the three handicapping policies merged into

one single barrier--the absence, or, at best, inadequacy, of

attention to agricultural sector planning. The new policies

adopted by post-civil war planners and the extent to which

35
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TABLE X

SECTORAL OUTPUT AS A SHARE OF GROSS
DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT 1957 PRICES*

Product or Service 1950 1954 1957 1958 1961 1964

Agriculture

Livestock

Fishing

Forest Products

Mining and Oil

Manufacturing and
Utilities

Transport and
Communications

Building and Civil
Engineering

Crafts

Government

Other Services

Total

GDP (f .m.)

56.0

8.7

1.4

1.4

1.1

0.6

4.5

3.0

2.3

2.2

18.8

55.0

6.4

1.2

1.4

0.9

0.9

6.1

4.3

1.9

2.0

19.9

52.7

6.3

1.5

1.6

1.0

1.4

8.5

4.7

1.9

3.4

17.0

60.2

5.8

1.7

1.2

0.8

2.8

3.5

2.5

2.3

3.2

16.1

56.6

6.3

1.5

1.3

1.4

3.9

4.6

2.7

2.0

3.6

16.1

53.6

5.6

1.8

0.9

2.8

4.7

4.7

3.2

2.4

3.5

16.8

100.0 1.oo100.0100.I1000.1000.

689

*Source: Federal Of f ice
Indicators, January, 1967, p.

872 910 900 1,014

of Statistics, Economic
48.

1,232

they made themselves aware of such limitations will be

analyzed in Chapter IV of this study.

I
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TABLE XI

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX*

Year Food Price Index Percent Change

1960 100.1

1961 109.8 9.7

1962 118.0 7.5

1963 106.7 -9.6

1964 105.7 -0.9

1965 110.5 4.5

1966 133.1 20.5

1967 120.1 -9.8

1968 112.6 -6.2

1969 133.9 18.9

1970 164.4 23.5

1971 208.9 28.5

*Source: Robert A. Miller, Nigerian Food Study, Atlanta,
Georgia, Department of Agricultural Service, 1974, p. 8.

The Role of Government

Government's role in economic development consists

basically of policy making, including the allocation of

public funds (13, p. 35). An attempt has been made to pin-

point the historical dependence of Nigerian income and

government revenues on achievements in the external trade

sector. In turn, the expansion of foreign trade itself owed
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much to the impact of government policy. The construction

of the Nigerian railway system, as an example, originated

from administrative and strategic needs as much as from

economic incentives (1, p. 11). During the colonial era,

the private enterprise sector was dominated by British

capital and personnel. From the beginning, the colonial

government was positively committed to economic intervention,

especially in cases affecting foreign trade. The government

borrowed funds from sources in England in order to provide

the much needed social overhead that private enterprise could

not or would not provide, e.g., roads, railways, water works,

harbors, and power plants. In some instances the colonial

government participated directly in the production process,

as in the stone quarry at Aro, the colliery at Udi, and the

sand mill and furniture plant at Ijova. While preserving the

essential character of peasant production, the colonial

government conducted research, experimented with new, higher

yileding crops, demonstrated new techniques, propagated

improved farming methods, popularized new agricultural con-

cepts, educated some farmers, inspected produce, and organized

a marketing system, all with the purpose of stimulating

agricultural production (1, p. 11). There was, however, no

strong motivation for dynamic self-sustaining growth and

development. The interests of the home country and of the

colonial government were primary. Indirect rule provided

political and economic advantages, but it fell short of the
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potential that may have been expected. The net result was

that the impact of the public sector on the growth and

structure of Nigerian economic activity in the 1950's was

not as significant as it might have been (3, p. 71).

The transfer of substantial power from the central to

the regional governments by the 1954 Constitution expanded

the regional governments' responsibility for formulating

and implementing economic policy in several areas, primarily

agriculture, education, regional roads, and manufacture.

The transfer also provided substantial increases in the

financial resources of the regions, both through the

redistribution of government revenues and through reorganiza-

tion of marketing boards and public-development institutions

(3, pp. 69-70).

Economic growth and fluctuations were, of course,

influenced by factors other than foreign trade. Marketing

boards, which were quasi-governmental agencies organized in

each region, influenced the margins between the world price

and the producer price obtained in each region through their

role as statutory monopolies for the most important export

crops. The trading surpluses of these marketing boards were

an important source of funds to government in the 1950's

(2, p. 10).

The specific functions of these marketing boards

include the following:
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1. Fixing the legal, minimum buying price of primary

produce per marketing season.

2. Minimizing price fluctuations from season to season.

3. Maintaining and improving the quality of export

produce.

4. Providing continual supply of produce to local

processing industries.

5. Encouraging economic development and research by

means of grants, loans, and investments.

6. Gathering, by means of grade surpluses, duties, and

tariffs, revenues for the regional governments (11, p. 21).

The marketing boards served an important function for the

regional governments as a major provider of revenues and as

a creator of greater incentives for expanding production.

Government economic policy in the 1960's, prior to the

outbreak of the civil war, was oriented toward a free market,

and incentives were established to encourage private invest-

ment. In public investment, the Nigerian federal and regional

governments concentrated their efforts in four areas. First,

they invested quite heavily in infrastructure, especially

transportation and communication facilities, with good economic

results (5, p. 301-302). Second, they embarked on four types

of agricultural development programs--plantations, tree

subsidies, research and extension, and land settlements--all

of which achieved only mixed economic success (8, pp. 48-53).

Third, they spent large sums, relative to total budgets, on
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the types of education that were expected to have long-term

benefits, recognizing the process that there would be both

positive and negative short-run effects (5, pp. 305-310).

Finally, they participated directly in industrial ventures,

which resulted in a very uneven economic harvest (13, p. 36).

There is some controversy over the importance of the

role of the Nigerian federal and regional governments in

stimulating economic growth and development. Helleiner, for

instance, feels that "the government has constituted the most

important source of initiative and the most dynamic element

in recent Nigerian economic experience" (5, p. 320).

Lewis, on the other hand, strongly disagrees; he advances

the thought that economic development "resulted more from the

adaptability of the farmers, the energy of the business

community, and the natural resources of the country rather

than anything that the federal or regional governments were

doing" (8, p. 5).

Regardless of divergent positions in this debate, how-

ever, it can be verified operationally that government policy

has been significantly crucial in the past development of

Nigeria. Government participation and intervention may

become increasingly important in the future development and

modernization of the economy. Modernization, in this con-

text, refers to the adoption of complex forms of social

organization for production and administration which are
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requisite if an effective advanced, industrial society is to

be achieved (15, p. 131).

Industries

Nigeria's industrial sector is defined broadly to

include manufacturing, mining, and public utilities. This

sector was extremely small and relatively stagnant prior to

1950, but it grew very rapidly from 1950 to 1962 (3, p. 74).

The growth rates for the various components of the industrial

sector are mirrored in Table XII.

TABLE XII

VOLUME INDEX OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION (1957 = 100)*

=M=. =- L=O= W = =-= M = H

Sector L O L n L n L O L Ok

Manufactur-
ing 29 29 44 48 59 66 93 100 117 130 136 157

Mining 81 82 83 88 83 93 98 100 82 88 113 174

Public
Utilities 41 42 51 59 63 75 95 100 116 124 151 228

*Source: Ojetunji Aboyade, Foundations of an African
Economy: A Study of Investment and Growth in Nigeria, New
York, Frederick A. Praeger, 1966, p. 134.

On the basis of Table XII data, it is obvious that the mining

component was virtually stagnant until about 1960, when

Nigeria's petroleum fields started to yield increasing amounts

of crude oil. A clearer picture of petroleum's role is

illustrated in Table IX which shows that, while the petroleum
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industry actually began to influence the economy from 1962,

yet the magnitude of its impact on the GDP was relatively

insignificant. Its escalated role as the impetus of Nigerian

growth and development revealed itself immediately after the

war in 1970. The growth of public utilities , on the other

hand, increased consistently throughout the 1950's, at an

annual rate of 19 percent, with the rate increasing sharply

after than period (3, p. 74). Manufacturing, which was

virtually nonexistent prior to 1950, also grew rapidly in

the 1960's but still accounted for less than 8 percent of

GDP by 1963 (13, pp. 34-35). As Kilby observes,

Industrial production in Nigeria . . . exhibits
wide diversity in terms of the degree of specializa-
tion and division of labour, technology, factor
proportions, the quality of raw material input and
product finish, the character of markets being
served, and entrepreneurial organization (7, p. 17).

Those industries in which private Nigerian firms are

prominent include bread baking, sawmilling, rubber creping,

furniture making, printing, and weaving apparel. Investment

in manufacturing by the Nigerian public sector includes both

participation with foreign investors and also wholly-owned

government enterprises (7, p. 20).

It is unquestionably true that foreign enterprise does

play a leading role in Nigeria's industrial sector (7, p. 21).

That foreign dominance of the industrial sector, coupled with

the greater proportion of the national income thus accruing

to foreign ownership, induced promulgation of Enterprises
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Promotion Decree in 1977, referred to in Chapter I. The

decree supplements "indigenous incentives" without altering

any portion of the government's industrialization policy.

Measures taken by public authorities to promote
industrialization are one of two kinds, direct and
indirect. Indirect measures include the provision
of social infrastrature, guarantees to private
investors against uncompensated nationalization,
and freedom for foreigners regarding the sale of
their assets and repatriation of these profits.
The direct measures may be grouped into three
categories: fiscal incentives, support activities,
and direct public investment in manufacturing (7,
p. 23).

It is vital to note that small-scale industries have

been accorded relatively little attention. (Events in the

post-war era having to do with small-scale industries will

be reviewed in Chapter IV.) It is of crucial interest to

note that several observers have recognized the potential

advantages in the encouragement of small industry, notably

entrepreneurial development in the production of simple

agricultural implements (13, p. 35). Lewis estimates that

Nigerian national income has enjoyed about 30 percent of value

added from large-scale industry, which is a relatively low

percentage (8, pp. 25-26). By implication, the poor-value

added ratio is indicative of poor technology, poor administra-

tive capacity, and inadequate entrepreneurial skills.

Education

As noted earlier, education is the common denominator

for growth and development in any economy. The slow develop-

ment of the pre-war Nigerian economy can be attributed in
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large measure to the low quality of education and the high

rate of illiteracy in the nation.

Between 1955 and 1962, the former Eastern Nigeria

devoted between 37 and 49 percent of its annual budget to

education. In the former Western Region, the range was 36

to more than 47 percent for the same period. At the same

time, in the North, recurrent expenditures for education

absorbed more than 25 percent of the region's budget, result-

ing in a higher rate of illiteracy in the Northern Region

relative to that in Eastern and Western Nigeria (3, p. 79).

Considering the nation as a whole, because of the acute

shortage of trained teachers, the quality of education in

many primary schools was low. In 1960, the Asby Commission

found that of the 80,000 primary school teachers in Nigeria

nearly three-quarters of them are uncertified; and
among those who are certified, two-thirds have had
no more than a primary school education themselves.
A brief, nine-tenths of the teachers in primary
schools are not properly trained for the job (3,
pp. 79-80).

While the rate of the unqualified teachers had dropped by

1970, the problem continued to be an acure one for the

nation. Moreover, there had been very little increase in

secondary and higher educational facilities so that even

qualified primary graduates had difficulty advancing their

education sufficiently to assume technical, professional, or

administrative posts upon graduation (3, p. 80). The educa-

tion system itself has been estranged from the societal and
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economic needs of the nation. The system has not been

oriented toward skill development and the application of

knowledge. Instead, emphasis has been placed on rote

memorization. Further, education is oriented toward a

concept of life which considers human labor a personal

indignity. Even those whose formal education ceased with

graduation from primary school were frequently reluctant

to take up the less skilled and, correspondingly, less

glamorous jobs. As the Report of the Commission Appointed

to Review the Educational System of Western Nigeria noted,

It was hoped that the literate primary school
graduates would go back to be better farmers,
carpenters, bricklayers, etc., but all the
pupils themselves want to be are junior
clerks . . . (5, p. 308).

In brief, the manpower problem in Nigeria, which was

terribly acute in the pre-independence and immediate post-

independence eras, is gradually lessening as the Federal

Public Commission and other bodies intensify their recruit-

ment efforts of both Nigerians and foreigners abroad. The

growth of current training programs is also encouraging.

However, there are still problems of inadequate facilities,

both at primary and higher educational levels, including a

shortage of universities and technical institutes. The

degree to which the post-war planners may be aware of these

unsolved problems will be developed below.
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CHAPTER III

THE CIVIL WAR AND ITS IMPLICATION ON THE NIGERIAN

UNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: AN ANALYSIS

The general picture which emerges from the brief outline

in Chapter II is that the Nigerian economy was growing and

stood a good chance of acquiring a more complex internal

structure in the foreseeable future (5, p. 11), even though

it was still predominantly agricultural. During the 1950's

the economy, as a whole, was growing at an average annual

rate of just below 4 percent in real terms, although by 1960

the per capita income was still not more than L 30, or about

$80 (1, p. 15). The nearly 4 percent growth rate cited above

appears impressive by the standard of many developed economies

like the United States; but if the comparison is rather with

historical growth rates achieved by such advanced countries at

comparable stages of their development, it can be argued that

the 4 percent growth rate represented a lower level of per-

formance than was possible in the Nigerian context, given

better economic organization and more effective rationaliza-

tion. For example, even by the end of the civil war in 1970,

per capita income was estimated to be less than $100 (14,

p. vii), a level which reflects the low development status of

the economy. With all the defects which the use of per capita

49
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income as an index of national welfare has, there is no

satisfactory alternative. It is still the best single

available indicator of general economic performance (1,

p. 15).

Many gloomy factors contributed to this low performance

of the economy. By the time of political independence in

the 1960's, the Nigerian economy appeared to have come a

long way from its substantial dependence on external trade

that was the major feature of the economy in the 1950's.

The formal process of political consolidation and the evolu-

tion into national sovereignty was completed by 1960. The

foundation for translating political independence into

economic independence was now in place. There was an indi-

genous working governmental apparatus for guiding and aiding

the economy. Planning of any kind had become an almost

inevitable feature of public debate. With varying degrees

of effectiveness, the basis for improved economic performance

was being structured. This was evident in public utilities,

industries, universities, statistical intelligence, experi-

mental research, banking institutions, and social welfare

schemes (1, p. 25). There was rising expectation in all

phases of society.

Nonetheless, this very strength in the country in 1960

partially contributed to its weakness. The rising expecta-

tion was not wedded with sober, objective, and realistic

awareness of costs and difficulties. There were built-in
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potential frustrations, both of a natural and of an individ-

ual nature, which the political leaders failed to confront

effectively. There was the risk that well-meaning persons

would be led off the proper track, through an understandable

but misguided enthusiasm of their narrower interests. The

attention and efforts of the nation were diverted away from

the more fundamental functions of government (1, p. 26). The

pre-war political and social climate was seasoned with

frustrations generated by tribal interests, regionalism, the

lack of a sense of nationhood, and national commitment, all

of which served to affect the performance of the pre-war

economy negatively. As McCord noted,

a . . in a democratic nation such as Nigeria was in
1961, political and social factors greatly complicate
economic decisions. If the North gets a new tin
smelter, the West feels slighted unless it can share
in the development. If the Western region builds a
new technical institute, the East demands one, too.
Parents riot in the East when the regional government,
down to its last penny, must impose a school tuition
fee. Political orators demand the abolition of
private industry and foreign investments, although
these may be the only instruments available for
creating a new industry. Even the simplest of
economic decisions involves counter balancing a
number of social and political pressures (13, p. 13).

Such were the precursors of the events which led to the

Civil war.

To understand the civil war, the philosophy of the

Biafran Revolution must first be examined. Biafrans claimed

that they were fighting for self-determination and freedom

(9, pp. 33-34). The chore at this point is to examine how
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the concept of self-determination, as generally understood,

fits into this particular situation. Before that, it might

be appropriate to indicate that Biafrans were a segment of

the former Eastern Nigerian population, led by the Ibo tribe

and goaded with the desire to topple the federal government

of Nigeria and set up a new government, then harness the

political system to their own absolute advantage (9, pp. 33-

34).

The United Nations' Concept of
Self-Determination

Self-determination is believed to be the right to all

peoples. This right is, however, limited to an acceptable

majority of the people within a recognized political entity.

As used by the United Nations, and accepted by all member

states, it implies the need for colonial governments to grant

their colonies or colonial subjects or non-self-governing

territories the right to self-government or self-sovereignty

or determination. Thus, "the right of self-determination

applies . . . to the entire population of a colony as a unit,

and to the entire territory of a colony as a unit. . . . It

is not something to be applied to racial, cultural, or ethnic

groups within a colony" (6, p. 87). The concept, therefore,

is understood to foster democratic and majority rules while,

in effect, preserving established political entities

irrespective of the heterogeneity of their peoples. It is a
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"right of the majority within a generally accepted political

unit to the exercise of power" (6, p. 89) .

It may, however, be argued that, within the Interna-

tional Covenant on Human Rights, which made self-determination

a human right, it is recognized that all peoples possess a

right to self-determination. "By virtue of that right, they

freely determine their political status and freely pursue

their economic, social, and cultural development" (6, p. 79).

This meaning of self-determination was backed by Czechoslovakia

in 1966 when it argued that "all peoples have the right to

self-determination, namely the right to establish independent

national states, to pursue their development and dispose of

their national wealth and resources" (6, p. 79). This con-

cept is not, however, accepted by the United Nations, but

such is inevitably the view that the Biagrans had in fight-

ing for self-determination.

The Biafran Claims

The Biafrans claim that they are a persecuted people

fighting for and desiring their own self-determination. In

1960 they claimed the right to a political entity based on

the magnitude of their population of 7,000,000 out of a

total of 12,000,000 (9, p. 33). Of course, in the light of

Table I above, this figure is understated. In the 1963

census, Ibos alone accounted for more than 9,000,000 out of

an average of 14,000,000 people that comprised the then
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Eastern Nigeria. Since this study is concerned with the war

that was precipitated in 1967, the figure is by far larger

than even the 1963 census estimate. Biafrans claimed that

they were politically, economically, and culturally viable

and, hence, should be given a right to determine their own

destiny, specifically the right of secession from the

political and sovereign entity of Nigeria (9, p. 33).

Thus, on January 15, 1966, there was a coup d' etat by

a group of people led by young Ibo officers in the Nigerian

army. In the effort to assess motives and consequences of

the coup, some people saw it as an attempt to end domination

of the country by the North, whereas others regarded it as

an attempt to eliminate corruption in government. Still

others hoped it would introduce an honest and just program

of political and administrative reforms to correct the

structural imbalance in the Federation. But, regrettably,

subsequent events revealed clear evidence of tribal bias.

The widely respected Prime Minister of Nigeria, Sir Abubakar

Tafawa Balewa; the Premier of Northern Nigeria, Alhaji Ahmadu

Bello; along with the Federal Minister of Defense and many

other army officers, all of Northern Nigerian origin; the

Premier of Western Nigeria, Chief Ladske Akintola; the

Federal Minister of Finance, Chief Festus Okotieboh, the

former a Yoruba from Western Nigeria, and the latter an Edo man

from the midwest; along with many non-Ibo military officers

were systematically massacred. The Premier of Eastern Nigeria,
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Michael Opara, and that of Midwestern Nigeria, Chief Denis

Osadebey, both Ibos, and all Ibo military officers were not

touched (9, p. 33).

Therefore, to most Nigerians, the incidents of
January 15 were a clumsily camouflaged attempt to
secure domination of the Government of the country
by certain Ibo leaders. The impression was later
reinforced by significant army and civil service
appointments, and other actions of General Ironsi,
himself an Ibo, who led the new regime (9, p. 33).

Other ethnic groups in the country whose military and

political leaders had earlier been exterminated by the Ibos

initiated the retaliatory coup of July 29. The indignation

of non-Ibos increased greatly when General Aguiyi Ironsi,

the Supreme Commander of the Nigerian Armed Forces, accepted

the Nwokedi Commission of Inquiry (Nwokedi himself was an Ibo)

to turn Nigeria from a Federal government to a Unitary govern-

ment. General Ironsi proceeded to post most Ibo civil

servants to Northern Nigeria to head the Northern Nigerian

Civil Services. This move was strenously resisted by the

Northerners. At the height of rising tensions emanating from

all parts of the Federation, coupled with the still unbound

wounds of the January massacres carried out by Ibo army

officers, Ironsi was kidnapped and murdered by dissident army

officers who conducted the retaliatory coup. An attempt by

Ibo army officers and the Ibo public to retaliate against

the kidnapping and murdering of Ironsi by indiscriminately

shooting Northerners and non-Ibos, both in Northern and

Eastern Nigeria, led to the widespread attacks on the Ibos
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in Northern Nigeria by Northern Nigerians. The situation

was, however, contained with the emergence of General Gowon,

who halted the retaliatory coup, arrested the leaders, and

temporarily restored normalcy (9, p. 33). To the Ibos at

this point, who had neither the power to control the country

nor the ability to dislodge the new government, the only

recourse seemed to be secession, which they proclaimed on

May 30, 1967, by announcing the birth of Biafra; and actual

fighting between Biafrans and Nigerians began on June 6 
(5,

p. 6). The Biafrans strongly

believed that the security of their lives and property

could not be maintained if they were subject to the

control of the Nigerian government as then constituted.

. . . They believed that peaceful and orderly processes

of negotiation aimed at the reestablishment of a work-

able pattern of political relationships between the

Eastern Region and the rest of the country had been

effectively frustrated . . . and could not be fruitfully

resumed. That succession was widely recognized through-

out Nigeria as a politically legitimate step (15, p. 5).

Examination of Biafran Claims

Biafran claims apparently seem to warrant self-

determination, but the points advanced early in this study

and the others to be advanced tend to diminish the justifica-

tion of these claims. As previously mentioned, the July 29

coup was retaliatory. There was no insecurity to the lives

and property of the Ibos as claimed, and, last but not least,

there was no widespread support for secession in the Eastern

Region; if anything, the fear was that it could happen and

many did not want it to (9, pp. 33-34).
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The Eastern Region, as seen in the short historical

sketch, was made up of other so-called minority groups, in

addition to the Ibos. The groups were the Ibos who constitute

the present Imo and Anambra States, having a population of

over 9,000,000 people; the Efik-speaking group of today's

South-Eastern State, with a population in excess of 5,000,000

people; and the Ijaw-speaking group of the present Rivers

State, having a population of about 1,500,000 people. The

last two mentioned groups constituted the so-called minorities

of Eastern Nigeria--a group that had consistently demanded the

creation of a separate state for themselves in particular and

the creation of more states in Nigeria (9, pp. 33-34).

This demand for more states in Nigeria was not a new

concept, but its needs became pronounced during the civil

crisis. The Macpherson Constitution in 1951, which divided

Nigeria into three regions, raised articulated dissatisfac-

tion among the peoples of minority groups. The most outstand-

ing of these groups included the Middle Belt State Movement

(the present Benue-Platue State), the Mid-West State Movement

(the present Bendel State), and the Calabar-Ogojo-Rivers (COR)

State Movement (the present Cross River and Rivers States).

These persistent minorities' fears were explained in

detail in Sir Henry Willink's Commission appointed by the

British Government in 1958. The Commission was told not to

recommend the creation of more states except as a last resort.

However, while failing to recommend new states, bluntly, the
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Commission, otherwise known as the "Minorities Commission,"

said that, if more states were to be created in Nigeria,

these new states would be given time to settle down.

Independence would be delayed for Nigeria for at least two

years. The Nigerian leaders rejected this, preferring early

independence (9, p. 33).

Having disproved that there was popular demand for

secession by all of the former Eastern Region and, at the

same time, proved that the peoples of the former Eastern

Region of Nigeria were not all Ibos, as many are made to

understand, the legitimacy of Biafran claims for self-

determination weakened. This weakness was further demoralized

by a tacit understanding of the United Nations' concept of

self-determination. Self-determination does not mean the

right of a group of people to secede from a recognized

sovereign nation. Just as the concept of individual human

liberty carried to its logical extreme would mean anarchy,

so the principle of self-determination of peoples given

unrestricted application could result in chaos (6, p. 88).

The United Nations recognizes the threat of unnecessary

claims to self-determination and what such claims could do,

not only to the life and longevity of the United Nations,

but to the strength and continued existence of nation states.

To avoid such secessionist threats before they could strike,

the United Nations Declaration on the Granting of Independence

to Colonial Countries and Peoples states, inter alia, that
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any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of

national unity and the territorial integrity of a country

is incompatible with the purpose and principles of the

Charter of the United Nations (4, p. 115).

The fact that the United Nations views secessionist

movements as a means of achieving self-determination as ill

advised cannot be overemphasized. Such a view is still

cherished by the United Nations today. So conscious of the

ill effects of secessions is the United Nations that

Secretary General U Thant pointed out in 1969 that more
than half the members of the United Nations are "beset"
with secessionist movements. He said that, if the
United Nations were in any way to endorse the Biafran
Secession, there would be no end of problems besetting
many member states (12, p. 301).

Self-determination is really not an elastic concept, and

the claims of tribal incompatibility by Biafrans as a reason

for desiring self-determination raised several questions as

to the undue elasticity of the concept. Several international-

affairs specialists point to the need for setting limits on

self-determination, warning that it could otherwise mean "the

endless fragmentation of organized society into smaller and

smaller units, thus turning the whole concept into a

pernicious and . . . unrealistic principle" (12, p. 301).

The Federal Government Stand

It was with the strong belief in the limitation of the

self-determination principle established by the United Nations

and a determination to preserve the unity of Nigeria, coupled
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with the realization that the welfare and preservation of

the various peoples of Nigeria was the responsibility of the

Federal Government, that prompted Nigeria to resist every

attempt, both from within and without, to balkanize the

country, perhaps even all of Africa. In a speech delivered

by the Nigerian Commissioner of External Affairs, Arikpo, to

the twenty-third session of the United Nations' General

Assembly on October 11, 1968, the Commissioner said in

defense of the Federal Government measures that

it does not require any effort of imagination to
recognize the fact that Nigeria is a sovereign entity
which attained political independence on October 1, 1960,
and was admitted to membership of this Organization as
a member state on October 9, 1960 . . . a corporate and
indivisible entity. When, therefore, a group of its
citizens, motivated by narrow selfish interests, and
supported by foreign economic and neo-colonialist
interests, resorted to armed rebellion and declared war
on their fatherland, it was the duty and responsibility
of the Government of Nigeria to quell that rebellion.
Similarly, my Government expects that the Government of
Member States will do the same if any province of such
a state were to proceed to secede from it in armed
rebellion . . . (3, p. 3).

Were we to permit secession and armed insurgence based
on tribal states, Africa, so much in need of union and
unity, would again be fragmented into thousands of
tribal principalities; Africa, again weakened and
uncertain of itself, would be recolonized and more
intensively exploited by foreign powers (3, p. 4).

These views of the Nigerian government, enunciated by

the Nigerian Commissioner of External Affairs, may be debated

and/or rejected by those who see the Nigerian effort to

preserve the unity of the country as a genocidal attempt that

touched off serious human sufferings. It is true that there
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was human suffering as a result of the secessionist attempt,

which was not caused by the Nigerian government but by a

tribal group's attempt (perhaps with the aid of foreign

intervention) to gain self-determination. Such action not

only was in opposition to the United Nations concept of self-

determination, but could have run against the grain of popular

historical events. It was in these lights that the Commissioner

of External Affairs, Arikpo, sought and defined Biafra inter-

rogatively in the following manner:

* . . what is "biafra" other than a manifestation and
an ugly repetition of the lamentable tragedy of Katanga
in Africa? What is it other than a cancerous symbol of
disunity and disintegration . . . a concept of which
only exists in the aberrant imagination of those who
refuse to accord Africa the dignity and recognition
which they reserve for themselves? It is neither a
political entity nor even a geographical location (3,
pp. 7-8).

Self-determination, as enunciated by the United Nations and

Arikpo's definition of Biafra, serves as background for the

following statement by the then Head of the Federal Military

Government, General Gowan, broadcast on March 31, 1968:

We have the will to succeed in curing our own wounds.
This we shall do God being our helper. Already there
is impressive evidence in the return to normal life
in the Ibo-speaking areas, and the gradual reintegra-
tion of Ibos with other ethnic groups in the Midwest
State. . . . It is a fact also, that thousands of
Ibos are still working and living in Lagos and else-
where outside the former Eastern Region. These facts
are proof of our ability to solve the problems of re-
integration. . . . The Government, for its part, is
determined to do all in its power to ensure that no
Ibo man is molested or intimidated anywhere in this
country. We will direct our attention to the physical
safety of every Nigerian no matter what his state of
origin. . . . Now is the time to show that the bitter
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events of the past will not endure into future. Now
is the time for us of this generation to rededicate
ourselves to the building of a virile and happy nation
(9, p. 34).

Whether or not the federal government has upheld this promise

shall be developed in subsequent discussions of post-war

policies.

Considering similar situations, which existed within

other African countries, the cultural and religious differ-

ences alone would not seem to create valid reason for the

creation of a separate country. Biafra contained more than

five and a half million non-Ibos, and hence Biafra was not

the land of Ibos as was so often claimed by the Biafrans.

Many reasons were given for suggesting autonomy for the

Ibos outside the sovereign state of Nigeria. Reasons advanced,

both by the Biafrans and their friends, were that the Ibos are

culturally different from the other people of Nigeria and that

they are mostly Christians, while some other sections of

Nigeria are inhabited almost exclusively by Moslems. Because

of those differences, the civil war was sometimes referred to

as a religious war. It is generally reasoned that state or

tribal groups within a sovereign country have no right to

self-determination. As a matter of fact, America's civil war

was fought over the question of state sovereignity, whether

each state had the right to decide its own affairs and to

withdraw from the Union if its legislature so decided. The

Nigerian Commissioner of Transport, Joseph Tarka, told the
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twenty-first Annual Conference of Americans United for the

Separation of Church and State in New York City on January 29,

1969, that

The Nigerian Civil War is over essentially the same
question [secession] and our position is precisely
that of your Abraham Lincoln who said "We must settle
the question, whether in a free government the
minority have the right to break up government when-
ever they choose. If we fail, it will go far to prove
the incapability of the people to govern themselves (3,
p. 2).

To the Nigerians and Africans, it meant much more than the

incapability to govern themselves. It meant

that the future and strength, the freedom and
independence, not only of Nigeria, including that
part of it now in rebellion, but all of Africa,
hang on the balance in the conflict now raging in
my country. What happens in Nigeria cannot help but
profoundly influence what happens in the rest of
Africa. The fragmentation and balkanization of all
Africa will follow in the wake of the splitting off
of the rebel enclave from Nigeria. First this one,
and then that tribal, cultural, religious, or ethnic
group will declare its own autonomy, and there will
be no end to the conflicts, the revolutions, and the
wars and fightings that will be engendered, as Africa
becomes a seething volcano of chaotic instability and
upheaval (3, p. 2).

Foreign Recognition and Biafran
Self-Determination

The only official recognition that Biafra had came from

four African states, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Zambia, and Tanzania.

Recognition from these countries did not, however, surprise

Nigeria nor many other African states. Gabon and Ivory Coast,

although they are said to be independent territories in Africa,

are, strictly speading, the satellites of France, their former

colonial master. France was very active in supporting Biafra
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with arms in its own clandestine attempt to challenge the

entire British and American interest and control of the oil

resources in Nigeria, if and when Biafra gained independence.

France also coerced its African colonies near Nigeria to

recognize Biafra so that, from such vantage points, arms

could be delivered to the rebels with less risk and cost to

France (9, pp. 33-34). Gabon and Ivory Coast, almost entirely

dependent on their former masters for survival, could not help

but succumb to such political threats and blackmail. The

other two countries, Zambia and Tanzania, especially Tanzania,

felt themselves threatened by the size and progress of Nigeria.

The Union of Tankayika and Zanzibar into Tanzania did not

provide the power-seeking Nyerere with either a large enough

population nor a larger landmark to buttress his ambition for

African leadership. The poor economic status of Tanzania made

Nigeria seem a remarkably rich and large country, an object of

envy. If something could be done to reduce the size and

wealth of Nigeria, Nyerere was well-pleased to see it effected.

It was not, therefore, surprising to know that, in recogniz-

ing Biafra, Nyerere said that "Nigerian unity cannot be

maintained by force any more than unity in East Africa could

be created by one state conquering another" (17, p. 27). It

is ironical that Nyerere, dreaming about East African unity

under his leadership, vocally demanded tribal nationhood in

West Africa.
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Nigeria's contribution to the liberation forces in

South Africa and Rhodesia, her military strength evidenced

by her role with the United Nations forces in Congo, and her

continuous growth served as threats to these two colonial

powers upon which Zambia was dependent. It had always been

the goal of South Africa, Rhodesia, and Portugal, to break

the backbone of African strength if their continuous efforts

at the colonization of Africa were to be successful. Since

direct intervention would have raised clouds of international

cries, they attempted to work their will through an African

country, Zambia, whose economic weakness had rendered it

politically impotent (9, p. 33).

Leaders of those countries recognizing Biafra did not

appear to know much about the internal function of Biafra,

nor did they appear to make any effort to find out. They

failed to question the acceptability of the idea of sucession

to all the inhabitants of this area. There were Biafrans

themselves who questioned the concept of secession. Graham

Douglas, the Biafran chief justice, asked,

.why did not Ojukwu (the Military Governor of
Biafra and chief of the armed forces) and his
clique conduct a plebiscite among the people of what
are now Rivers and South Eastern States before he
purported to take them away from Nigeria, whose
history, they might rightly claim, to a large extent
began with them? He would not for he knew that the
result would be a resounding defeat for him (10, p. 18).

B. J. Ikpeme categorically stated that there was a lack of

unanimity in a Biafran empire, which was not restricted only
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to the so-called minorities areas alone, but was shared by

many Ibos:

When Ojukwu, through his hand-picked nominees,
declared the republic of "biafra," it was against
the wishes of a very large majority of the people
of Calabar, Ogoja and Rivers Provinces, who for
very many years had demanded a separate state,
free from Ibo domination, for themselves. It was
clear to all right-thinking people that these people
wanted to remain within the Federation of Nigeria but
with states of their own in which they enjoyed the
right of self-determination (11, p. 2).

He summed up the approach of the so-called minorities of the

former Eastern Nigeria and many other groups in Nigeria by

saying that

Our own approach to the question of cessation of
hostilities is based on basic considerations. The
first is that, throughout Africa, groups of people
are trying to build nations. There is not one
country in Africa without some strain or some tension
or another and, in a sense, these strains and these
tensions are legacies of the colonial era (11, p. 5).

Neither the United Nations, nor most Africans, nor even

all the people of Biafra accepted the Biafran claims to self-

determination. The United Nations concept of self-determination

was inconsistent with the Biafran state. Had Biafra continued

to exist, partial or total disruption of national unity would

have resulted, and the territorial integrity of Nigeria would

have been violated (4, p. 115).

There are many implications for national solidarity and

economic growth and development. For example, some seces-

sionist leaders had suggested that Biafra could be sovereign,

but have a customs; common currency; common services
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including railways, posts, and tele-communications; ports;

dual citizenship; and extensive relations with Nigeria.

Opponents of this position considered the suggestions to be

specious because

(a) Sovereign countries resulting from the dis-
integration of a larger unit and separating in
acrimony cannot be expected to sustain a custom
union in harmony.

(b) Extensive economic relations would involve
human contact and unhindered travel throughout the
territory of Nigeria, but this is precisely what the
secessionist leaders say is impossible.

(c) Any "Central Organization" endowed with adequate
powers to legislate for and administer common customs,
tariffs, currencies, establishment and control of
industries, railways, airlines, ports and tele-
communications, etc., begins to assume the character
of an effective central government. These are the
business of the Federal Government, which is what the
sessionist leaders say they will not condone (9, p. 34).

That was the anticipated economic picture of the would-

be "Biafran empire." Biafra died partly because of the

Biafrans' own lack of loyalty and inadequate commitment to

their would-be empire. Major General Ojukwu, who led the

Biafran army, noted,

We say that Nigerians take bribes, here in our country
we have among us members of the police and the judiciary
who are corrupt and who "eat" bribes . . . even while
we are engaged in a war of national survival we see
some public servants who throw huge parties to entertain
their friends. . . . We have members of the armed forces
who carry on "attack" trade instead of fighting the
enemy. We have traders who hoard essential goods and
inflate prices, thereby increasing the people's hard-
ship (19, p. 39).

A new development pattern had emerged by the middle of

the 1960's, as agricultural exports stagnated. From 1962
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onward, a rapidly accelerating rate of industrial growth,
which before that time was rather minor, began to exert

considerable influence on the Nigerian economy. An even

more dramatic event was the emergence of petroleum produc-

tion as the leading growth factor (18, p. 1).

In 1966, these trends were largely obscured by the

unrest and uncertainty preceding the civil war. The same

unrest and uncertainty resulted in a slackening of invest-

ment activities and a fall in the rate of GDP growth. The

civil war caused major losses of production in the former

Eastern and mid-Western states, did serious damage to the

infrastructure, notably roads, bridges, and other transporta-

tion facilities in other parts of the country as well as in

the areas directly plagued by hostilities. The disturbances

preceding the war and the war itself displaced a large number
of people, many of whom were skilled workers and highly

trained professionals (18, pp. 1-2). Agriculture was badly

depressed by the war (18, p. 126). A current observer noted,

"but today Nigeria's cash-earning agriculture has been ravaged

by the great dislocations of the country's civil war" (8,

p. 52).

Suffice it to say that the war was a crippling one (16,

p. 38). On the federal side, a small group of realistic and

tough-minded economists and permanent secretaries were

determined not to permit the country to fall into debt and

insisted on paying for all arms purchases with cash. As a
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result, Nigeria's foreign exchange reserves plummeted; what

was left was husbanded by delaying companies' remittances up

to a year, delaying payment for imports, and maintaining

stringent import licensing controls (7, p. 5). Internally

large bank loans, high import and excise duties, and special

war taxes kept the government afloat. The war severely

tested the strengths and weaknesses of the economy, and the

bitterness which resulted was deeply felt (18, p. 23).

Agricultural production was greatly affected. For

instance, although about one-fifth of the agricultural out-

put was exported in 1960, this constituted about 80 percent

of the total value of exports that year. By 1969 (just one

month before the end of the war), the share of the principal

agricultural produce of cocoa, palm kernals, groundnuts

(peanuts) rubber, and raw cotton had fallen heavily to about

38 percent of the total value of exports owing to the civil

war and to the spectacular growth of crude petroleum exports

(2, p. 613), as shall be statistically demonstrated in

Chapter V.

In brief, the war set up a new political and economic

environment in Nigeria. The country had been divided into

a twelve-state structure and, subsequently, into nineteen

states (Figures 1, 2, and 3).

As Gowon put it,

The main significance of the reorganization of the
Federation into nineteen states is the abolition
of fear of domination by one region or one ethnic
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group over others. Fear breeds fear. The destruc-
tion of the cause of fear will, over time, release
constructive forces for progress and harmony amongst
the various states. It is, therefore, with hope
that many Nigerians eagerly look forward to the end
of the rebellion and to peace (9, p. 34).
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CHAPTER IV

RECENT AND CURRENT TRENDS, DEVELOPMENTS, AND

PROBLEM AREAS IN THE POST-WAR ECONOMY

After the federal government's winning of the war, two

problems moved to the center of the Nigerian 
stage: political

integration and economic development.

The post-civil war Nigeria is undergoing important

political and economic transitions, which apparently are

ushering in an area of an articulate, responsive, and dynamic

government--a government visably dedicated to the 
welfare of

the people and inexorably committed to the enhancement of 
the

nation's order, tranquility, progress, and prestige. Leader-

ship is endeavoring to steer the nation through far-reaching

social, economic, and political reforms. A series of programs

have been initiated which, it is anticipated, will bring about

lasting solutions to the problems (cited in Chapter III) that

have plagued the country and which led to the war (14, p. 10;

20, pp. 33-34; 25, p. 5). The federal government has also

embarked on

. . . gargantuan schemes for the improvement of

education and health services . . . provision of

more food and housing to the people, creation of

employment opportunities and provision of more

amenities and infrastructural facilities (14, p. 10).

A new constitution has been drafted "which is solely

aimed at promoting good government and the welfare of all

73
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persons in Nigeria based on the principles of freedom,

equality and justice" (15, p. 10). In the interest of the

national economy, the Constitution

. . . enjoins the State to control the national

economy for maximum welfare, freedom and happiness

of every Nigerian citizen on the basis of social

justice, equality of status and opportunity. With-

out prejudice to its right to participate or operate

in other areas of the economy, the State will manage

and operate the major sectors of the economy.

The State will, however, protect the right of every

Nigerian citizen to engage in economic activities

outside the major sectors of the economy. The State

will promote a planned and balanced economic develop-
ment as well as harness the material resources of the

country, distributing such resources as best as

possible to serve the common good.

The concentration of wealth or the means of produc-

tion and exchange in the hands of a few individuals
or a group will not be permitted.

All Nigerian, citizens will have a right to suitable

and adequate shelter, suitable and adequate food,

minimum living wage, old age care and pensions and

unemployment benefits (15, p. 11).

The fundamental purpose of the reforms is to spread

developments to every part of the country (14, p. 20), and

in the economic measures taken by the Federal Military

Government, the basic rationale has been to increase the

number of Nigerians able to participate in the growing

prosperity of the country (14, p. 21). As the Nigerian Head

of State recently observed,

We wish to control those aspects of our economic life

which are essential to the survival and prosperity of

this country . . . we intend to combat inflation and

at the same time provide enhanced amenities in educa-

tion, health, housing and transportation to the

citizenry of this country. . . . The aim . . . is to
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place the economy of the country in the hands of

Nigerians (14, p. 11)-

The Commissioner of External Affairs of Nigeria, 
in

reference to foreign policy and economic 
development, stated,

"No nation can effectively pursue a 
dynamic and independent

foreign policy with a weak and dependent 
economy" (16, p. 5).

He stressed that Nigeria's viability 
depends on her economic

strength. In the light of recent national reforms 
in the

economic and political arenas, he earmarked 
three measures

which Nigeria must adopt to transform the economy:

Firstly, we must consolidate our economic 
base at home

by maximizing our present earnings 
from oil through the

acceleration of national control in 
production, proces-

sing and distribution of petroleum 
products and then

judiciously apply the earnings therefrom 
in diversify-

ing our national economy.

Secondly, we must make a conscious and 
planned effort

to acquire or purchase technology from any 
country

irrespective of ideology.

Thirdly, it is necessary to mobilize the entire popula-

tion of the country for the creation at home of just

social structures that would permit the vast majority 
of

Nigerians to participate fully 
in the economic life of

the nation (16, p. 5).

Bearing on the foregoing propositions, programs, and

aspirations is the reality that, since 1970, 
when the Nigerian

Civil War ended and oil production began in earnest, Nigeria

has become the wealthiest nation in Black Africa, with annual

oil revenues of some $7.5 billion available for underwriting

its massive infrastructure, industrial, and agricultural

development programs (33, p. 1). The country's economic

growth has vastly accelerated. Many economic indicators had
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more than doubled by 1974, as illustrated in Table XIII

below, and exports actually increased six 
times.

TABLE XIII

SELECTED NIGERIAN ECONOMIC INDICATORS, 
1970 AND 1974*

Economic Four Year Annual

Indicators 1970 1974 Growth Average

Gross Domestic
Product**

($ billions) 8.6 24.4 285% 30.0%

Money Supply***

($ millions) 986 1,989.0 202% 19.2%

Exports
($ billions) 1.4 9.3 644% 60.5%

Imports

($ billions) 1.2 2.8 233% 23.5%

Electricity
Consumption
(millions of

killowats) 1.1 2.4 218% 21.5%

Motor Vehicle

Population 83,955 220,000 262% 27.2%

*Sources: Central Bank of Nigeria and Federal 
Office

of Statistics.

**For the Nigerian fiscal year starting 
April 1. All

values converted at N = US $1.62, the 1974 rate to discount

appreciation of the Naira against 
the dollar.

***Circulating currency plus demand 
deposits. Levels at

December 31.

The Nigerian currency in this post-war era is 
the Naira

(N), which is divided into 100 Kobo. One Naira equals $1.645

in United States Dollars (July, 1975). The former Nigerian
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pound currency has been eliminated, and the introduction of

the new currency is considered a significant step toward

realistic economic independence (33, p. v).

The post-war reforms and such rapid growth as indicated

in the table above are not without problems. For example,

while import and export volumes have soared astronomically,

port and airport capacities present major difficulties. The

problem of port and airport congestion is unparalleled, thus

negatively affecting the importing and exporting of goods.

Demand for electric power is increasing faster than can be

accommodated by the distribution system without frequent

service interruptions. The pace of road construction is far

behind that of new vehicle registrations, as mirrored in

Table XIII (33, p. 1), not to mention the lag in food supplies

in relation to the effective demand for food purchases. As

the Federal Commissioner of Finance most recently indicated,

I have noted, with some sadness, that we have tended to
live and display consumption patterns which are grossly
out of tune with our level of development and national
aspirations. Our public and individual lifestyles give
a sense of false values to our youth and are contribut-
ing, in no small measure, to the social ills which are
again becoming prevalent in the society today (15, p. 10).

Domestic food supplies decreased because of the urban drift

which aggravates the unemployment problem (37, p. 18),' a

problem to be analyzed later. In effect, Nigeria has become

a shortage economy, as has been indicated earlier. The wide-

spread shortages of essential commodities and economically

crippling congestion of ports and airports are reflected in
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rapidly accelerating price inflation estimated at 25 to 30

percent in 1975 (33, p. 1) and 35 percent in 1976 (3, p. 23).

Meanwhile, the federal government resolution is that

the battle against inflation will continue to be
waged vigorously, with a view to achieving and
maintaining a more acceptable rate of inflation,
one that will be consistent with the demands of
a dynamic and fast growing economy (16, p. 7).

The degree to which effort and resources are coordinated

toward the attainment of this objective and the extent to

which Nigerians act upon the new national motto of "Unity

and Faith, Peace and Progress" (15, p. 11) may be examined

by an analysis of the various sectors of the economy.

Agricultural Production

Nigeria had a per capita income of about $100 in United

States money in 1971. The main source of this income and

employment was agriculture. Even with the emergence of oil

as the dominant generator of national income currently, the

future growth of income and employment opportunities for the

majority of the population will continue to depend largely

on development in the rural sector (36, p. 1).

Agriculture, including forestry and fishing accounted

for about 50 percent of GDP at factor cost in the first

fiscal year (1970-1971) of the post-war era (see Table XIV)

and employed about 72 percent of the labor force in the same

fiscal year (36, p. 5). The five major export products--

cocoa, peanuts, palm products, rubber and cotton--accounted
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for only 30 percent of the total exports and 70 percent of

nonoil export in 1970 (36, p. 77); in 1973 it comprised only

13.7 percent of total exports, and in 1974 it dropped to less

than 10 percent (14, p. 15). Yet, agriculture remains a key

factor in Nigeria's economic development as the largest

employer of labor, the chief source of food and raw material

for the increasing population, and a significant, though

relatively declining, earner of foreign exchange (36, p. 77).

For example, at independence in 1960, agriculture accounted

for 90 percent of the foreign-exchange earnings in Nigeria.

In 1965, the figure dropped to about 61 percent. In 1974,

it declined to 8 percent (14, p. 15). The acceleration of

agricultural growth and the provision of additional employ-

ment opportunities in the sector is, therefore, crucial to

Nigeria's future progress (36, p. 5). In fact, the primacy

of agriculture and the dominance of the subsistence sector

are clearly measured in Table XIV.

There are comparable opportunities for growth in the

agricultural sector, based fundamentally on the availability

of expanding foreign and domestic markets for the nation's

agricultural output; the abundance of land and human resources,

whose diverse productive capacities are presently under-

utilized; and the existence of improved technology which, if

exploited, could increase productivity substantially. The

constraints, on the other hand, are many: low producer

incentives; transport and distribution bottlenecks;
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inadequate machinery for planning, coordinating, and imple-

menting a national policy for rural and agricultural develop-

ment; insufficient qualified manpower; and shortages of

improved seeds, fertilizers, chemicals, credit, and other

farm inputs (36, p. 77) .

TABLE XIV

GDP BY TYPE OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY (PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)*

Activity 1958-1959 1963-1963 1966-1967 1970-1971

Agriculture 68.4 61.5 54.4 50.0

Mining 0.8 2.1 5.0 11.6

Manufacturing 4.4 5.8 7.3 8.0

Power, Trans-
port, and
Construction 7.3 9.6 9.8 8.3

Services 19.1 21.0 23.5 22.1

*Source: Federal Office of Statistics, Nigeria.

The problem of port congestion also contributes to

agricultural decline. The inability to ship export produce

is a significant factor, accounting for the lower level of

agricultural production (10, p. 3).

Agriculture is now second to petroleum as a primary

contributor to gross domestic product (GDP) and foreign

exchange earnings, but continues to be the mainstay of the

majority of Nigerians.. It now occupies about 64 percent of
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the domestic labor force and accounted for over 18 percent of

GDP in the fiscal year that ended March 31, 1975 (33, p. 155).

Even though the value of agricultural production has been

rising in absolute terms, its growth rate trails that of the

rest of the economy (see Table XV). Domestic food production

has fallen increasingly behind consumption, and food imports

have been rising at an average annual rate of 20 percent

since 1971 (33, p. 155).

TABLE XV

SECTORAL GROWTH RATES*

Average Annual Over Period in Real Terms

Activity Shares 1950- 1958-59 1962-63 1966-67
1963-63 1957 1962-63 1966-67 1970-71**

GDP 100.0 4.1 6.4 5.5 5.5

Agriculture 61.5 2.9 4.6 2.0 0.8

Mining
(including
petroleum) 2.1 3.1 27.0 44.0 26.5

Manufacturing 5.8 5.6 13.9 10.5 9.7

Power, Transport
and Construc-
tion 9.6 15.1 121 5.5 3.8

Services 21.0 3.4 6.8 7.0 6.2

*Source: Wouter Tims, N
Development, p. 12.

**Provisional estimates.

igeria, Options for Long-Term
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For the three consecutive years, 1970 through 1972,

world commodity markets for most of Nigeria's agricultural

export commodities remained depressed (30, p. 51) primarily

because of a worldwide oversupply. In 1973, however, world

commodity prices rose significantly. The all-commodities

price index for the year was 160.6 (1960 = 100), 74.9 and

65.7 percent above the levels in 1972 and 1971, respectively

(see Table XVI and Figure 4).

The main factor underlying the 1973 commodity boom was

excess demand, which was, in some cases, speculative (6,

p. 13). There were shortfalls or slow growth in the world

production of many commodities. Also, there was coincidental

decline or slow growth of output of a number of substitutes,

such as fish oil and cake and vegetable oil and cake. At the

same time, there were sharp increases in import demand for

raw materials, following the strong upturn in industrial

activity which began late in 1972 in most industrialized

countries (6, p. 13).

The spectacular increase, about N795 million, in the

value of Nigeria's commodity exports in 1973 was partly a

reflection of the world commodity price boom as well as an

increased volume in her exports (Table XVI). For cocoa

beans, palm kernels, and rubber, price increases accounted

for the greater proportion of the increase in the value of

exports while for groundnuts (peanuts) and groundnut oil

and raw cotton, the volume of export accounted for the larger
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TABLE XVI

INDEX OF WORLD AVERAGE COMMODITY PRICES OF NIGERIA'S

AGRICULTURAL EXPORT COMMODITIES (BASE: 1960 = 100)*

Commodities Weights 1964 1965 1966 1967

All-Commodities - - - 88.2 89.6 89.3 91.6

Benniseed 1.39 102.3 112.9 132.7 142.1

Caster Seed 0.08 87.0 78.0 78.1 95.3

Cocoa 26.70 80.2 57.8 82.4 99.3

Copra 0.41 94.0 109.6 89.2 96.4

Cotton Lint 4.50 106.3 105.4 103.6 105.4

Ginger 0.08 82.8 150.2 135.2 113.1

Groundnut Oil 4.26 101.2 103.3 94.4 91.2

Groundnuts 20.33 94.2 103.1 94.0 89.7

Palm Kernals 17.00 91.8 109.3 96.5 95.5

Palm Oil 12.12 102.4 117.8 102.0 99.9

Rubber 13.10 64.1 67.2 62.2 53.1

Soybean Oil 0.08 104.4 122.6 118.3 98.1

Soybeans 0.08 119.4 127.6 141.2 123.5

Percentage Change in +0.5 +1.0 -0.6 +2.0
All-Commodities Index

*Source: Central Bank of Nigeria, Financial and

Economic Review, p. 17.
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TABLE XVI--Continued

%'Change Between

1968 1969 1 971 1972 1973 (3) Over (3) Over19(8(2631970) (1) (4) (2) (5)

94.1

121.5

106.5

116.8

111.0

119.5

98.6

86.3

83.9

112.4

73.6

50.3

80.8

117.4

108.0

124.3

93.3

153.3

97.5

108.2

225.2

103.9

104.1

93.1

77.5

67.3

96.1

114.5

104.7

153.2

84.6

110-.8

107.6

111.8

347.4

117.4

114.6

100.8

113.3

54.4

129.3

129.1

96.9

155.8

89.2

85.6

90.9

133.2

222.1

134.4

125.9

86.7

114.9

40.8

138.4

137.3

91.8

160.3

110.5

96.3

-63.3

137.0

178.9

122.5

121.8

65.7

88.7

38.7

103.6

142.2

160.6

200.0

. .0

179.2

157.1

220.1

255.6

152.9

186.7

147.5

149.9

88.1

119.3

242.3

+2.7 +14.8 -3.7 -8.3 -5.3 +74.9

+

+

65.7

28.4

+109.3

+ 72.8

+ 65.2

+ 15.1

+ 13.8

+ 48.3

+ 70.1

+ 30.5

+115.9

- 13.8

+ 76.5

+

+

74.9

24.8

+ 86.1

+148.2

+ 60.6

+ 42.9

+ 24.8

+ 53.3

+124.8

+ 69.0

+127.6

+ 15.1

+ 70.4
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increase in export values (see Table XVI). Of special note

is the substantial expansion in the volume of peanut exports

and products.

The rising trend in world prices of vegetable oils and

oilseeds, which began in late 1972, continued through 1973.

On the whole, the price increases for the following commodi-

ties were significant: palm kernels (124.8 percent), soy-

beans (70.4 percent), soybean oil (15.1 percent), peanuts

(53,3 percent), peanut oil (24.8 percent), and cocoa (86.1

percent). (See Table XVI.)

It might be appropriate here to underscore the fact

that Nigeria is the world's largest exporter of peanuts and,

until recently, of oil palm products. It ranks second as

world exporter of cocoa (36, p. 77). There is a projected

increase of Nigerian agricultural products of 2 to 3 percent

of the annual world demand throughout the next decade. How-

ever, expected price drops, anticipated by even greater

increases in world supply, will necessitate Nigeria's expan-

sion of its exports substantially if aggregate earnings from

the products are not also to fall. Given lower unit prices,

the returns to producers and the incentives to increased

output will decrease. This may be offset by increased

productivity and by a narrowing of the marketing boards'

spread between export and producer prices (36, p. 77).

Tables XVII and XVIII show that the value of the total

agricultural exports amounted to N302.80 million in 1973, an
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increase of 49.8 percent over the level in 1972. Putting it

in another way, in 1973, agricultural production accounted

for 13.7 percent of GDP, continuing its structurally down-

ward trend and reflecting the rapid growth of crude petroleum

(2, p. 613; 6, p. 15) . (See Figure 5.) This decline

extended into 1974 and even to the current quarter of 1977,

even though 1974 agricultural prices improved (24, p. 8).

Available data of output indicated a lower level of

production in 1974 and during the first quarter of 1975.

Production in that quarter was at 63.8 percent (1960 = 100),

reflecting 1.8 percent decline from the level of the first

quarter of 1974. (See Table XIX.) This fall reflected

mainly the lower foreign demand in cocoa, palm kernels, hides

and skins, natural rubber, and timber because of increased

world supply. The problem of port congestion continued to

be an important factor accounting for the lower output

figures (10, p. 3).

The estimated aggregate income of farmers from the sale

of these crops increased significantly during the review

period. At N129.8 million, the level of producer income was

58.5 percent higher than the level in the same period in 1974.

This was largely caused by the substantial increases in the

producer prices of all Marketing Board controlled crops

during the period, although the high level of output seed,

cotton, groundnuts, and palm produce also contributed to the

increased earnings. (See Table XIX.)
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With regard to the 1975 world prices (reference here is

specifically to London Market prices) of the main agricultural-

export commodities, developments were less favorable (31,

p. 199). The overall all-commodity prices stood at 156.4

(1960 = 100), which was 28.7 percent lower than the average

price index for the preceding six months, and 33.4 percent

below that of the corresponding period in 1974. The price

indices of all commodities fell, but the rates of decline in

indices for major Nigerian economic crops--cocoa, palm produce,

natural rubber and groundnut oil--had the largest impact on

the behavior of the all-comodities index. The depression in

the world commodity markets, which had persisted for almost

one year, was due primarily to the effect of recession on

the major world economies (10, p. 7), such as the United

States.

There were, however, developments in the economy which

could have had positive effects in agricultural production

during the period. First, was the launching of the Third

National Plan (1975-1980) which gives priority to the rapid

development of agricultural sector; second was the substantial

increases in producer prices of all scheduled marketing board

crops (see Table XX); and third was the commissioning of the

Benue Plateau Rice Company which is scheduled to produce

about 40,000 tones of paddy rice yearly, and the signing with

Yugoslavia to establish a food production company in Nigeria

(10, p. 7). The problem of port congestion which was reaching
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TABLE XX

INDEX OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTIONa
(Base: Quarterly Average

1965 = 100)

Period Utility Total
and Manufacturing Mining (Electricity) All Industries

Weight

Weight 512.6 435.8 51.6 1000.0

1968b 114.0 54.3 94.1 87.0
1969 150.2 181.5 104.9 161.5
1970 167.4 349.3 125.6 244.5
1971 176.9 506.5 158.4 319.6
1972 188.1 589.4 183.7 362.8
1973C 224.9 665.6 212.5 416.3
1974d 225.7 728.2 235.7 445.2
1975e n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

1968
1st qtr 105.9 26.1 91.6 70.4
2nd qtr 108.2 36.0 94.6 76.0
3rd qtr 108.2 44.3 92.5 79.5
4th qtr 132.6 111.2 98.3 121.5

1969
1st qtr 134.0 179.7 101.7 152.2
2nd qtr 135.1 178.8 102.9 153.0
3rd qtr 157.5 161.4 102.5 156.4
4th qtr 167.1 205.9 113.0 181.2

1970
1st qtr 153.3 261.1 115.5 198.3
2nd qtr 158.4 310.7 124.8 223.1
3rd qtr 175.5 386.9 127.5 265.2
4th qtr 180.9 438.5 134.5 295.9

1971
1st qtr 176.3 500.1 145.3 198.3
2nd qtr 175.0 501.0 152.7 223.1
3rd qtr 177.2 471.7 164.7 265.2
4th qtr 177.4 549.6 171.0 295.9

1972
1st qtr 174.7 560.2 170.7 315.8
2nd qtr 180.3 578.5 180.8 315.9
3rd qtr 191.4 605.3 176.2 304.5
4th qtr 203.4 621.8 19 7 1 339.3
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TABLE XX--Continued

PeriodU y
and Manufacturing Mining Utrility Totral

Weight _(Electricity) All Industries

1 9 73 c
lst qtr 213.9 618.0 208.7 389.7
2nd qtr 218.8 638.2 208.6 401.1
3rd qtr 218.6 673.1 212.5 416.4
4th qtr 246.9 728.2 220.3 455.3

1974d
1st qtr 217.3 716.7 226.9 434.7
2nd qtr 223.8 738.4 233.7 448.4
3rd qtr 220.1 736.9 240.7 446.4
4th qtr 240.1 718.4 255.1 449.4

19 75e

1st qtr 228.1 584.2 244.5 384.1
2nd qtr n.a. 513.7 238.6 n.a.

aSource: Central Bank of Nigeria.

bBefore the third quarter of 1971, index does not include
manufacturing production in the eastern states.

cRevised.

dProvisional.

eProvisional

larger dimensions during the period, already produced some

adverse effect on both shipment and evacuation of produce as

well as on production itself. At the end of June, 1975, it

was estimated that 80,000 tons of export produce were lying

at the port stores awaiting shipment (10, p. 7). It appears

that the government is presently aware of the debilitating

effect on the economy of this problem and has budgeted $400
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million for port expansion during the Third National Plan

period (1975-1980) (35, p. 70) .

Current Developments in Agriculture

Food production for domestic consumption--chiefly grains,

cassava, and yams--is not keeping pace with the population

growth rate. Production of export crops--cocoa, rubber, palm

oil, cotton and peanuts--is also growing at a sluggish rate.

Low productivity is attributed largely to small-scale cultiva-

tion and the lack of modern production techniques (21, p. 24).

It is estimated that 90 percent of all crops produced are

raised on farms of about three acres. The owners use only

handtools, an insufficient amount of fertilizers, and no

pesticides or herbicides in any form (33, p. 156). With

population and consumption trends clearly outweighing farm

yields, 1976 saw a great increase in purchases from abroad.

Imports of foodstuffs and live animals reached $600 million

in 1976, with $150 million worth of the food imports coming

from the United States (18, p. 6). Sluggish domestic

agriculture expanded only 3 percent during the year, and

yields of the principal commercial export crops are only a

fraction of what they were a decade and a half ago. Other

factors accounting for the decline are inadequate factor

inputs, the flow of rural workers to the city, and difficulty

of the farmer in obtaining financial credit, skimpy storage

and transport facilities and lack of guaranteed prices in
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spite of a variety of governmental improvement schemes (8,

p. 6). Government emphasis on accelerating agricultural

productivity, however, seems more intense than ever. The

National Accelerated Food Production Program, popularly

known as Operation Feed the Nation (OFN), places technical

assistance centers in strategic locations. It aims at "the

effective mobilization of Nigeria's human and material

resources for the achievement of self-sufficiency in food

production" (14, p. 14).

Under the program, the federal government is encourag-

ing and providing incentives to schools, colleges, univer-

sities, polytechnics, the Armed Forces, and various other

segments of the Nigerian community "to participate and con-

tribute their resources in tackling the problems of food

production" (14, p. 14). In response to this plea, the

University of Ife has set up a commercial farming enterprise

and committed about 2,000 hectares of land, which is being

developed with a portion of its endowment fund, for the

purpose of food production.

The University's initial estimates are that it will

produce 2,200 dozen eggs, 1,056 chickens, one ton of

tomatoes, ten pigs, and one-quarter ton of pepper every week

(14, p. 14). Other Nigerian universities have since cooper-

ated and responded to the requirements of the scheme. About

26,000 undergarduate students of Nigerian universities were

trained in various techniques of modern agriculture in the
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summer of 1976 and thereafter deployed to different farm

settlements in the country. There was heavy response because

the federal government encouraged students (with handsome

remunerations) to take up vacation jobs on farms instead of

applying for office work. A sum of $8 million was provided

by the government for student pay (14, p. 14). The question,

however, is whether or not Nigerian students are truly

committed to the program and to the national goal; and, if so,

how much will the temporary input contribute to the allevia-

tion of food shortage in the nation, both as to the short-

and long-range considerations? According to Balogun "Opera-

tion Feed the Nation is a glorious success on paper, but a

total failure in practice . . . the cost of foodstuffs has

continued to rise steadily despite the OFN" (5, p. 24). And,

as Ifeanyichukwu noted,

the inadequacy of qualified personnel constitutes
another major problem to the development of agri-
culture. Many of our graduates at present on exten-
sion work and the students engaged in Operation Feed
the Nation (OFN) lack adequate practical training
in agriculture, yet on account of shortage of
agricultural manpower they are employed on extension
work (21, p. 24).

Policy and Implementation of the OFN

A National Council of OFN, which is responsible for

issuing broad guidelines for action, is set at the federal

level. The decision of the council is implemented by the

advice of the National Committee of OFN, which is comprised

of so-called experts. Each of the nineteen states in Nigeria
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has a state council and a state committee. The body which

deals directly with the farmers is the local committee of

Operation Feed the Nation. The local committee is supposed

to know what the farmers want and to see that their needs are

communicated to the state committees, from whence operational

instructions and directives are to flow (14, p. 14).

Under the program, the federal government has made

available 50,000 tons of fertilizer to all of the state govern-

ments to be distributed to farmers (14, p. 14). It has also

begun to establish giant 3,000-square-mile plantations on

which small farmers continue to live and work, supported by

a modern facility from which a contracted management company

supplies farmers with needs, ranging from tractors to advice,

to seeds and fertilizer (18, p. 7). The National Fertilizer

Board has been established. This board, a corporate body,

is charged with the responsibility of purchasing and distrib-

uting fertilizer to state governments at subsidized rates, to

be distributed by each state to the farmers in that state (25,

pp. 7-8). Also, the Agricultural Credit Guarantee Fund has

been established, and $160 million has been earmarked under

the scheme to support farmers. Interest rates chargeable by

banks under the scheme are to be highly subsidized (25, p. 6).

The Nigerian Agricultural Bank has allotted $600 million as

loans to farmers in the current 1975 to 1980 National

Development Plan (14, p. 14). Other banks have again been

required to reserve higher ratios of their leading portfolios
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to farmers; all farm equipment and fertilizers are now free

of import duty. Seven commodity boards have been set up

which supercede the former Marketing Boards and which are

intended to eliminate or reduce administrative costs and

consequently, boost the producer price of major crops (18,

p. 7).

So far, the achievement of the program is not very clear.

Some persons are very pessimistic over its success, as

indicated earlier, while others are fairly optimistic. As

Sobulo observes,

the campaign for increased food production under the
slogan "Operation Feed the Nation" has led to clearing
and cultivation of large acreages of land. It is
common site to find 250-300 acres of maize in most
parts of Nigeria now. For instance, in Ogun State,
some pilot farmers grow about 500 acres of maize in a
block. Single farmers who cultivate more than 1,000
acres in one location are also common. . . . But, for
these farmers to save money on land preparation and
also maintain high crop yields, they really need to
adopt a plan on the use of the same piece of land;
otherwise, productivity will decline. . . . And the
government, through the Ministry of Agriculture and
Natural Resources, needs to stress and educate the
public on the importance of soil surveys, soil
conservation to control erosion, and soil testing to
advise on fertilizer use and the need for manpower
development for providing these services (34, p. 5).

The Nigerian government sees OFN as a great revolution-

ary measure, which is bound to have a lasting and far-reaching

impact on the general welfare of the people and also on the

economic prosperity and stability of the nation (14, p. 15).

The OFN program is specifically intended to accomplish the

following:
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1. Create self-sufficiency in food preparation and

substantially reduce unemployment. The government plans to

employ jobless Nigerians in the program and to train them in

the application of modern agricultural techniques.

2. Stem the tide of inflation in Nigeria caused, among

other factors, by the soaring prices of foodstuff.

3. Conserve Nigeria's foreign exchange by eliminating

the need for importing foodstuffs which had to be resorted

to as a contingency measure, and

4. Contribute to the foreign exchange earnings of

Nigeria, since it will substantially increase the production

of cash crops for export (14, pp. 14-15).

It becomes obvious that the emergence of oil as the

dominant factor in the Nigerian economy (accounting for over

90 percent of her annual revenue) does not really eliminate

the importance of agriculture to the economy, especially when

it is borne in mind that oil is an exhaustible resource and

that strenuous efforts and immense talents are being employed

by industrialized consumer nations to find more of their own

oil and substitute sources of energy. The specific criteria

which are considered in this study that Nigeria should employ

to meet the target are spelled out in Chapter VI.

Industries

Manufacturing industries have grown rapidly since

independence. The increases in value added in the overall
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manufacturing industries have averaged, since 1970, about

11 percent annually (36, p. 82). Development of manufacture

started from a small base, and manufacturing's contribution

to GDP is still only 5 percent (33, p. 129).

Industrialization in Nigeria has been induced by the

protective policies of the government, rather than tax

incentives or the availability of cheap labor and raw

materials (36, p. 83). Private import substitution ventures

have been considerably more efficient than those undertaken

in the public sector. Export processing industries have been

relatively slower in growth owing to limitation generated by

the growth of agricultural supplies. More incentives and

protection have been given to import-substituting industries

(36, p. 83). However, existing growth potential in export

processing is substantial, subject only to the adoption of

appropriate incentive policies and certain "institutional"

changes, such as identification of new markets. As Seidman

noted,

the characteristics of the political, economic and social
institutions created during the colonial era, that shaped
the export sector itself, are the primary factors
inhibiting the anticipated spread of modern technology
. . . national planning, in the context of the inherited
sets of political-economic-social institutions and work-
ing rules that direct and control the dominant modern
export sectors of the African countries, cannot meet the
needs of the broad masses of the population (33, pp. 5,
8).

Nigeria provides bright investment climate and oppor-

tunity for potential entrepreneurs, indigenous or foreign
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(22, p. i). Apart from the size of the domestic market, the

federal government's generous industrial incentives provide

good investment opportunities. The government believes that

the full exploitation of the untapped resources requires not

only indigenuous but also foreign investors and offers a wide

range of incentives such as relief, acceleration of write

off of capital assets, transfer of profits and dividends, and

tariff protection. For example, under the "Approved User

Scheme," a manufacturer approved under the scheme is permit-

ted to import, either duty-free or at a concessionary rate

of duty, raw materials specified in the costoms tariff (22,

pp. i-ii; 16, pp. 14-15). By getting his raw materials duty

free, the manufacturing cost is reduced; and, therefore, a

manufacturer can sell his output at prices that are competi-

tive with imported brands. In pursuance of the objective of

attracting foreign private investments to Nigeria for the

development of her vast natural resources and industrial

potential, the government offers special tax incentives to

investors where such assistance is held to be in the overall

economic interest of the country. These tax incentives are

embodied in the Income Tax Act of 1958, as amended by Decree

Number 22 of 1971, under which public and private companies

declared as "pioneer industries" are given relief from income

tax for three years in the first instance; this relief may

be extended thereafter for another two years subject to ful-

fillment of certain criteria (16, p. 15). For the purposes
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of this relief, pioneer industries are defined as those which

are presently being conducted in Nigeria on a commercial scale,

but which promise to contribute positively to the economic

development of the country (22, p. i).

According to Minister Obe, industrial opportunities exist

in the area of petrochemical and related industries; agri-

business, including food processing, canning preservation,

textiles, chemical, and pharmaceutical products; and construc-

tion industries, for both foreign and indigenous investors

(15, p. 9), despite the promulgation, in January, 1977, of

the Enterprises Promotion Decree, which simply seeks to

reserve those areas where the skill and capital requirements

are small for the indigenous operators, while allowing the

aliens to move into the more sophisticated sectors of the

economy (22, p. ii). The three-schedule decree, as described

in Chapter I, supersedes all other measures and must be

implemented by December 31, 1978 (18, p. 7).

The manufacturing sector has been characterized, until

now, by light industries, which utilize traditional tech-

nologies. Processed foods and textile account for more than

50 percent of the sector production. Engineering industires

account for about 3 percent of total manufacturing, and most

of this is assembly activity (33, p. 129). Nigeria assembled

120,000 radios and 1,900 television sets in 1973 (33, p. 129).

Annual automobile assemblies are estimated as follows:

Volkswagen--54,000; Peugeot--20.,000; British Leyland--about
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9,000; Daimler-Benz--about 7,500; and Fiat--about 6,000 (14,

p. 8).

Both public and private industrialists encounter diffi-

culties in expanding and diversifying their manufacturing

ventures. Some of the major constraints on the growth of

this sector include inadequate infrastructure, shortage of

industrial manpower, lack of an adequate amount of interest

in manufacturing among Nigerian entrepreneurs, and the slow

implementation of government manufacturing policies and

projects (33, p. 129). The specific measures proposed for

or adopted currently to counteract the effects of those

constraints will be highlighted during the treatment of the

Third National Development Plan in Chapter V.

Nevertheless, as shown in Table XX, there has been an

increase of dynamic activities in the sector. The index of

industrial (mining, manufacture, and electricity) production,

which has been on a rising trend, dropped in the first

quarter of 1975 to 384.1--a decline of 11.6 percent (1960 =

100), compared with its level in the corresponding quarter

in 1974. The decline was caused by the substantial reduction

in the output of the mining sub-sector (petroleum) which more

than offset the increases in the other sub-sectors. The

index of manufacturing production rose by 5 percent in the

same quarter, compared with the corresponding quarter of 1974.

The rise is explained by the higher levels recorded by a wide

range of industries--namely, paints, vegetable oil, roofing
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sheets, cotton-textile, beer, cement, and cigarettes (10,

p. 9). Compared with the fourth quarter of 1974, the index

of manufacturing activities in the first quarter of 1975

showed a decline of 5 percent. The decline reflected

decreases in nine of the industries included in the index;

the largest decreases--52.3, 39.4, 21.9, 20.7, and 18.6 per-

cent--were recorded in the output of natural rubber, vehicle

assembly, sugar confectionery, tin metal, and foot wear

industries, respectively (10, p. 9). (See Table XX.)

Manufacturing prospects are still greatly based upon the vast

proposed incentives of the 1975-1978 Development Plan. This

has already been evaluated in the index for 1976 (based on

1972 = 100), which showed an increase of 15.5 percent over

1975 (18, p. 2).

Mining

Tin and coal are Nigeria's principal economic minerals

other than petroleum. There are also deposits in commercial

quantities of gold, lead, zinc, copper, lime and marble,

barites and gypsum, and uranium (33, p. 51).

Nigeria is the world's sixth largest tin producer. It

registered 5,455 metric tons of output of tin ore in 1974

(33, p. 51). The basic constraint in the growth of this

industry is the increasing capital expenditures, especially

now that most of the shallow deposits have been depleted.

The deeper the deposits, the more they cost to recover. While
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mining costs are escalating, world tin prices have dropped

20 to 25 percent since mid-1974 (33, p. 51). It is hoped,

however, that the incentive provided by the Nigerian govern-

ment in budgeting $17 million to support the industry

currently will serve as an added impetus to recovery in the

sector. As illustrated in Table XXI, tin ore (cassiterite)

production dropped from over 5,000 metric tons in 1974 to

1,441.43 in the middle of 1975 and then managed to climb up

to 1,670.86 by June of 1976. While floods disrupted mining

activity in the Enugu coal mines (which accounted for the

27.9 percent fall in coal production), industrial unrest,

arising from the inability of some of the companies to

implement the Udoji salary and wage awards fully, adversely

affected the output of tin or cassiterite and columbite (10,

p. 12).

Petroleum

Exploration for oil in Nigeria commenced in 1937. The

first commercial quantities were discovered in 1956, west of

Port Harcourt. Actually, the first Nigerian oil field was

opened in 1958. Production developed so fast that, by 1965,

petroleum was Nigeria's leading export. Since 1970, oil has

been far more important than all other Nigerian exports put

together (7, p. 469). By 1975, Nigeria had become the

fifth world producer of oil, with an output of about 2.5

million barrels per day (8, p. 99), and second leading
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TABLE XXI

PRODUCTION AND APPROXIMATE VALUE OF MINERALS*

April to June 1975 April to June 1976

Mineral Production Approximate Production Approximate
(Metric Value (Metric Value
Tons) (N'000) Tons) (N'000)

Cassisterite

Clay

Coal

Columbite

Gold (grams)

Kaolin

Lead-Ore

Lead-Zinc

Limestone

Marble

Monazite

Shale

Tantalite

Wolframite

Zinc-Ore

1,441.43

4,741.64

69,298.15

249.34

141.75

107.70

51.82

119.47

399,142.72

3,014.19

44,120.00

214.99

6,996.46

2.37

554.39

383.26

0.53

3.50

14.99

122.50

22.06

112.98

1,670.86

1,141.00

54,819.50

302.38

170.10

84.34

409,053.59

3,003.64

7.87

29,459.28

10,209.98

0.57

438.56

387.77

0.60

36.59

122.07

0.96

14.73

*Source: The Nigeria Trade Journal, April-June, 1976,
p. 47.

supplier of crude oil to the United States (17, p. 4). With

this increase, the crude oil industry has been propelled into

a position of dominance as the country's principal engine of
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growth and earner of foreign exchange (2, p. 613). This has

been of incalculable importance in helping Nigeria to recover

from the effects of the civil war and in making economic

advances (8, p. 99).

The importance of petroleum to Nigeria's economy is

told in these statistics: 79 percent of total export in 1973;

93 percent of export in 1974, with production at 2.3 million

barrels a day (35, pp. 70-71); 91 percent of export, 87 per-

cent of federal government revenues, and 45.5 percent of GDP

or $7.1 billion at 1.7 million barrels a day in 1975 (17,

pp. 4-5); $8.6 billion at 2.067 million barrels a day. The

1977 projection is based on oil price increases in December,

1976, and in April, 1977, which totalled just over 10 percent

(18, pp. 2, 6).

Nigeria's economy, indeed, has been totally transformed

by oil, especially after Nigeria joined the Organization for

Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in June, 1971. The

cartel pricing by OPEC boosted Nigeria's revenues from oil,

starting in 1973 (35, p. 70; 36, p. 74). The potential for

this industry is vast and could influence the economy even

more, particularly if Nigerians could become less dependent

upon foreign technicians.

Until 1965, when the first refinery was established at

Eleme near Port Harcourt, the total crude oil production was

exported. More significantly, the industry was largely

foreign owned. By special arrangements with the federal
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government, the foreign oil-producing companies are allowed

to retain, in their home country, the foreign-exchange

proceeds of exports of crude. They meet their operational

expenditures as well as their obligation to the Nigerian

government by repatriating only what was necessary. By

contrast, all exporters of nonoil products are required by

law to surrender all of their foreign-exchange receipts to

the Nigerian monetary authorities within three months of the

sale of their products abroad.

That sort of special treatment given to foreign-exchange

proceeds from oil minimizes the impact of the oil industry

on the country's balance of payments to the extent that it

reduces the volume of foreign exchange that otherwise could

have directly accrued to the economy as well as foreign-

exchange outflow which would have resulted from the opera-

tions of the oil companies (6, p. 7). According to the study

conducted by Ludwig Schatzl, the disadvantages that Nigeria

suffered are analyzed as follows:

(i) Royalties varying between 8 and 12.5 percent were
assessed from the value of the crude oil at the place
of extraction (that is, this value was compiled from
the proceeds realized at the port of export after
deduction of the costs of extraction, transport and
storage) contrary to the universal practice of calcula-
ting royalties on posted prices which are much higher
than realized prices.

(ii) Profits are also assessed on the basis of realized
proceeds, which ought to be on posted prices. The
assessing of sales proceeds from realized prices means
a disadvantage for the producing country since revenue
fluctuates with the realized prices on which it is
based.
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(iii) Royalties and other duties, due to the govern-
ment, are included in the 50 percent share of profits
due to the government; and,

(iv) The depreciation rates conceded to the oil
companies are higher than justified by economic
principles (6, p. 7).

On the above premise, therefore, the financial arrange-

ments and financial return per barrel of petroleum output by

the Nigerian government has been lower than elsewhere. Thus,

one can justify the indigenization of industrial ownership

or even "creeping expropriation," which is stressed in the

Nigerian Enterprises Promotion Decree (11, pp. 8-12; 25, p. 3;

16, pp. 10-11, 14). For example, under the decree, early in

1975, the government acquired a 60 percent equity share in

Shell--British Petroleum's local marketing assets, which have

now been renamed "National Oil Marketing Company." A 55 per-

cent participation was also taken by the government in the

Texaco-Chevron group. In the two liquified gas plants, one

owned by Shell, situated near the Bonny Oil Terminal, and

the other by the Agip-Phillips Group, located at Escravos,

the government will own 60 percent and will have a 50 percent

equity share in the liquified natural gas tanker fleet (10,

pp. 9, 12).

In an attempt to promote the sale of crude oil, which

was facing a depressed world market in early 1975, the

government reduced the posted price of oil from $14.691 to

$11.60 per barrel in April, 1975. The petroleum profits tax

and royalty rates were raised from 65.57 to 85.0 percent and
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from 6.67 to 20 percent, respectively (10, p. 12). The

effect of these resolutions has been a slack in investment

by foreign companies. Given a strong demand, however, for

light, low-sulphur Nigeria crude, particularly in the United

States, and coupled with government's new proposed investment

incentives, it appears likely that sufficient new investments

will keep production at or near its present levels over the

next five years (18, p. 6).

Fuel and Power

As an indicator of Nigeria's overall economic growth,

consumption of electrical energy has almost tripled in the

last few years, from 914,000 megawatt-hours (MW) in 1969 to

2,401,000 MW in 1974-1975. Moderate projection of the future

growth places 1980-1981 energy sales at a level in the region

of 7,150,000 MW (33, p. 16). To meet this escalated demand,

the government, through the National Electric Power Authority

(NEPA), will spend $1.7 billion over the next five years (33,

p. 16). With annual growth in demand expected to average in

excess of 20 percent over the next five years, NEPA is

engaged with what amounts to a race with its customers to

increase generating capacity faster than peak loads.

NEPA is the principal electric power utility in Nigeria.

It was created by the 1972 merger of the Electric Company of

Nigeria and the Niger Dams authority. In 1974, the areas fed

by the 320 MW Kainji Dam hydroelectric plant were tied to
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those served primarily by the 55 MW Afam thermal energy

station, in a major step toward creation of a nationwide

power grid (33, p. 20).

There are currently new thermal energy establishments

proposed or located as follows: (a) Sapele Thermal Plant,

120 MW, whose completion is due by 1982. (b) Afam extension,

9100 MW, was added to the existing 55 MW of installed

capacity at Afam last year. (c) Delta No. 2 Thermal Plan,

a 20 MW General Electric gas turbine, was added in 1975.

This second Delta plant at Ugheli added 120 MW of generating

capacity to the 55 MW produced by the first Delta gas turbine.

Others are the Lagos thermal plant to be operative next year,

Sokoto Diesel plant of a total capacity of 3 MW located in

1977, and Kaduna thermal plant due completion in 1979 (33,

pp. 21-22).

On the whole, the soaring increase in the consumption of

all commercial energy continues to persist in the country.

As a comparative example, during the first halves of 1974 and

1975, the share of hydropower and natural gas in total

commercial energy consumed rose by 17.6 and 12.5 percent,

respectively, while that of coal and petroleum products

declined by 50 and 2.8 percent, respectively. The consump-

tion of petroleum products totalled 1,327,000 tons, or 6.1

percent higher than in the first half of 1974. Natural gas

utilized during the first half of 1975 was about 211,000,000

cubic meters, or 9.8 percent below the level in the first
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half of 1974, but 10.2 percent higher than the figure for

the second half of that year. (See Table XXII.)

Total electricity generated rose by 13.5 percent to

1,628 million kilowatt hours. In 1975, hydropower's share

of total electrical generation increased 74 percent, rela-

tive to its contribution to the increase in total electricity

generation in 1974. Overall electricity consumption also

rose 9.0 percent to 1,156 million kilowatt hours, largely as

a result of increased industrial demand. The industrial and

commercial sector accounted for 62.8 percent of total consump-

tion, compared with 61.4 percent in the first half of 1974.

Residential users and others accounted for 36.8 percent and 0.4

percent, respectively, as against 38.4 and 0.2 percent in the

corresponding period of 1974 (10, pp. 12-14). Hence, in the

light of these statistics, Nigeria, though endowed with the

basic fuel and energy resources (2, p. 613), is going to be

bogged down by a shortage in the supply of fuel and power

owing to the shortage of trained people, lack of adequate

institutions, and lack of management to meet the needs of the

country (26, p. 38). In the face of the rising demand for

fuel and power, one may be concerned that

right now the government is flaring or letting burn,
two billion cubic feet a day of the natural gas that
occurs in association with oil. It is, thus, wasting
98 percent of its natural gas. A small percentage of
this can meet Nigeria's needs once the LNG plant is
built (26, p. 38).
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Indigenization seems likely to narrow the path of technologi-

cal transfer into Nigeria. Only technological transfer can

insure that Nigeria--like India, Israel, Japan, and Yugoslavia--

can assemble drilling rigs, light aircraft, diversified loco-

motive engines, generators, and tractors in any reasonable

future period of time (29, p. 5; 1, p. 22; 18, p. 5).

Unemployment and Labor Relations

Nigeria is confronted with the current, familiar

employment syndrome of having to absorb a rapidly increasing

volume of her labor force into productive and remunerative

activities. The potential income opportunities of the urban

economy and the small but vigorously growing industrial

sector inevitably attract increasing numbers from rural into

urban areas. The central issue is, therefore, the impact of

development on the relative income opportunities in the rural

and urban sectors and in the traditional and modern activities

within those sectors (86, p. 27; 29, p. 7).

The distinctive feature of the continual search for

informal earning opportunities, which characterizes Nigerian

labor markets, is a complex set of relationships between the

urban and rural sectors and between wage and nonwage activi-

ties, both by way of movement of people and by way of

income transfers. This link is strong and pervasive in

effect on the movement of workers and the distribution of

income through transfers in cash and in kind. Thus, the
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central employment issue in Nigeria is to be identified with

the problem of urban drift--of coping with the movement of

labor from the rural to the urban areas (36, p. 28). This,

in effect, creates the need to intensify rural development in

order to minimize urban unemployment, crimes, and other social

and economic ills. As Obe noted,

Indeed, most of the social and economic problems like
food shortages, inflation, unemployment, armed robbery,
academic examination leakages and trafficking in
foreign currency (in Nigeria) are traceable to monopoly,
urbanization and overcentralization (29, p. 7).

A recent survey indicated that, between 1970 and 1973,

unemployment figures were highest in the major cities like

Lagos, Ibadan, Port Harcourt, Kano, Calaba, Enugu, and Keja

(37, pp. 17-21). Another recent survey indicated that 52.5

percent of urban unemployment in Nigeria comes in the

eighteen to twenty-three age bracket; and, in this group,

unemployment is more serious among females. The survey also

disclosed that 88.2 percent of the total unemployed were

under twenty-nine years of age. When educational attainment

by those seeking employment was considered, it was found

that 64.6 percent of them had only a primary education. In

addition, 32.3 percent had spent two or more years searching

for gainful employment, while 73.5 percent had no previous

work experience of the type they were hunting (37, p. 18).

It is against this background that the size and shape of

the unemployment problem in Nigeria must be considered.
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By April, 1975, the total number of registered unemploy-

ment stood at 19,953. This obviously represents a small

percentage of the actual unemployed. Out of the total number

of registered unemployed persons, 99.1 percent were of the

lower-grade category, 35 percent of whom were young school

leavers, while only 0.9 percent were professional and

executive grades. The monthly average of registered

unemployment between January and April was 18,585. Total

notified vacancies were 3,113 at the end of April, 1975. All

the vacancies (except 5.7 percent which were for persons of

professional calibre and executive grade) were for the lower-

grade category. (See Table XXIII.)

Industrial relations has been pervaded by agitation over

the recommendations in the Report of the Public Service Review

Commission and the Government White Paper which was issued

late in 1974. There were 601 trade disputes declared by the

first half of 1975, compared to 31 declared trade disputes

during the first quarter of 1974. (See Table XXIV.) The

great increase may be explained by the preferential salary

and wage increases which were recommended for the civil

service sector by the Udoji Commission referred to above (10,

p. 16).

The public Service Review Commission was appointed in

September, 1972, by the federal government to carry out a

review of organization, structure, -and management of the

Nigerian Public Service, including recruitment, career, and
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staff development, pensions, super-annuations, as well as

salary gradings. The commission made far-reaching recom-

mendations for the initiation of a new type of public service

as well as for significant increases in the wages of all

groups of workers. Workers in the public and private sectors,

however, showed dissatisfaction with the awards and with the

accompanying Government White Paper.

In the public sector, there was widespread discontent

among the professionals and the technical cadres, in both

federal and state public services, who felt that the Federal

Government White Paper on the report had been weighted in

favor of the administrative class who, they alleged, have a

relatively better chance of advancement within the new

structure. Also, the salary conversion tables issued by the

Federal Ministry of Establishment virtually destroyed the

incremental gaps existing as a consequence of length of

service and seniority. Within the state-owned companies,

statutory corporations, and other government institutions

outside the civil service, the discontent centered around

government acceptance of a unified grade structure that

would insure equal renumeration, irrespective of the area of

the public sectors. It was their feeling that the then-

existing gradings and emoluments, prior to the Udoji

recommendations, were superior to those of the civil service

because a higher level of productivity was expected of them;

they further believed that, unless those expectations had
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been reduced, the differentials themselves should be main-

tained (10, p. 16).

The trade disputes in the private sector stemmed mainly

from the noninclusion of that sector in the Commission's

Report and Government White Paper. The commission's find-

ings, as modified by the government, were meant to be applied

in the public sector as though public servants purchased goods

and services in a separate product market in which the ques-

tion of competitive pricing would never arise. The govern-

ment, however, instead of seeking to legislate a minimum wage

target, advised private employers to negotiate with their

respective workers' unions to achieve appropriate increases

in salaries and wages to compensate for the rising cost of

living since the wage freeze of 1972 (10, p. 16). Workers

in the private sector felt aggrieved by the government's

action to leave their fate to be determined by the whims of

private employers.

The federal government, after experiencing the debilitat-

ing effects on the economy of the various labor disputes

arising from that policy, intervened to arrest the worsening

industrial situation by awarding a general 30 percent

increase on salary scales which existed prior to the commis-

sion's awards. The commissioner had earlier granted to

government employees increases exceeding 100 percent, except

in the case of medical doctors in teaching hospitals who had

been given only a 40 percent interim award pending further
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negotiations. The government directed employers in the

private sector to adjust salaries and wages in line with the

government's 30 percent award. However, it did permit varia-

tions in regard to payment of arrears. Finally, the govern-

ment set up another review panel to receive and consider

complaints and petitions arising from the awards and recom-

mendation of the commission. The panel received an average

of 3,300 petitions from staff association, workers' unions,

and individuals and submitted its findings to the government

by the end of June, 1975. Currently, the dissatisfaction

has not completely subsided (10, pp. 16-19; 35, p. 70).

Cost of Living Developments

As mentioned earlier in this study, the Nigerian

economy is plagued by rapidly accelerating inflationary

pressure in the post-war years. This pressure has become

even worse since 1975, when the wage awards were back-dated

to April, 1974, a decision which more than doubled the

Civil Service pay (35, p. 70).

A special survey by the Central Bank in 1975 revealed

that prices had risen that year by 44 percent. Imported

inflation, inadequate domestic production in the face of

rising demand, an overloaded distribution system, and port

congestion were identified as the primary causes for this

sharp increase, while wage increase was singled out as the

biggest single reason for the extreme rise in prices
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(17, p. 6). By 1976, the price hikes were estimated to have

declined from 44 percent to 20 to 35 percent (19, p. 5; 3,

p. 23).

In an attempt to stabilize the national economy, Nigeria

imposed a ban on strikes and restricted wage hikes and fringe

benefits. The government also took action to ease the infla-

tionary burden on the consumers. Rent tribunals were estab-

lished in Lagos to settle tenant-landlord disputes over rent

rate and to insure that no worker paid more than 20 percent

of income for rent. Another effort by Nigeria to curb infla-

tion has been price control, which has been difficult to

enforce. The government also runs the National Supply Company,

which makes wholesale purchases of basic commodities and dis-

tributes them to state cooperatives for resale to the public

at rock-bottom prices. The importation of commodities where

locally available substitutes exist--such as beer, textiles,

and cigarettes--has been banned; this, of course, opens the

door for a brisk smuggling of these items. Over 500 smuggl-

ing cases are now either under investigations or in courts

(3, p. 23). According to Okoduwa,

in brief, business practice in Nigeria is characterized
by an all-out drive for "profit" at all costs and by
all means. This not only aggravates the effects of
inflation, it prevents economic policies from taking
hold (31, p. 5).

According to the Nigerian Head of States, Lt. General

Obasanjo, in his recent 1977-1978 budget address, inflation-

ary rate has dropped to about 20 percent this year (16, p. 7).
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Given the substantially increased salaries and wages

and the consequently enhanced purchasing power, which con-

tinues to stimulate aggregate demand for consumer goods and

services in the face of production bottlenecks and shortage

of supply, the inflationary problem is likely to persist

throughout the decade. Nor is it expected that restrictive

fiscal and monetary policies can effectively stem inflation,

given Nigeria's present situation. Table XXV, which tabulates

price indices in the major metropolitan areas in the country,

provides a clue to this projection.

The Financial System

The Nigerian financial environment expanded markedly

after the civil war in January of 1970, with financial

institutions expanding at an accelerated rate both in numbers

and in assets. For instance, commercial banks, which comprise

the largest and fastest growing segment of Nigeria's financial

structure, had assets in the region of $5 billion as of

January, 1975. That figure was fully twice as much as the

asset value of banks in 1974 (33, p. 58). The bouyancy of

Nigerian financial institutions is a precise reflection of

the excessive liquidity of the banking system which has been

the prominent feature of the post-war monetary developments

(10, p. 22). Thus, it might be considered conclusively that

the major cause of the accelerating price movement in the

economy after the war appears to be the easy money policy
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adopted by the monetary authority (36, p. 18). The money

stock has continued to maintain an explosive rate of expan-

sion, caused largely by the continued monetization by the

government of petro-naira-funds. Commercial bank deposits

have maintained an upward thrust since the end of the war.

Overall, monetary stability appears severely threatened. In

such circumstances, the search for stabilization measures

on the monetary front has proved quite difficult, mainly

because of the inadequacies of the existing tools that are

applied or could be applied to achieve the desired objectives

(10, p. 22; 13, pp. 38-39).

As regards current policy and institutional changes, the

stance of monetary policy remains that of enhancing the supply

of essential goods and services that can be locally produced

in the bid to contain demand pressures. Thus, in order to

further articulate the selective control policy of bank

credit (as shall be seen later), the monetary authorities

announced in April of 1975, a two-percentage-point increase

to 58 percent in the minimum percentage share of credit to

the more productive sector (production and services) and the

reduction from 44 percent to 42 percent to the less produc-

tive sectors (general commerce and others) of the economy.

Other policy changes made currently embrace the following:

(a) The lowering of bank lending rates and the

raising of minimum deposit rates;
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(b) The inclusion of the banks' portfolio of develop-

ment stocks of three or less years of maturity in

the composition of their specified liquid assets;

(c) The introduction of certificate of deposits as a

new money market instrument (asset) aimed partic-

ularly at facilitating access of the merchant banks

to the huge reserve of funds in the commercial banks;

and

(d) The phasing out of the outstanding N286 million

treasury certificates as they mature (10, p. 22).

In addition to these policy changes, certain institu-

tional developments have also taken place. Thirteen new

bank branches came into operation between January and June,

1975, bringing the total number of commercial bank branches

and offices to 416. The coming into operation of two new

merchant banks--ICON Securities Limited and Chase Merchant

Bank (Nigeria), Limited--has raised the number of such banks

to six in the country. And, in order to place merchant

banking on a strong footing, a draft amendment to the Banking

Decree of 1969, designed to remove any limitations to merchant

banking functions, has been put under serious consideration

(10, p. 22). Merchant banks were accorded that concession

with the understanding that they were to assist in channel-

ling the liquidity in the economy into medium- and long-term

investments; they were also to perform other specialized

services in the area of equipment leasing, corporate
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financing, project preparations, and other areas of speciali-

zation for which merchant banks are popular. So far, accord-

ing to the present Nigerian Head of State, General Obasanjo,

the performance of merchants banks has fallen below their

expectations. The banks are operating as commercial banks

(28, p. 11); 12, p. 17). Essentially, monetary policy involves

the use of monetary instruments which exert their influence by

altering the supply of money and the cost and availability of

credit to an economy; in this sense, the most usual indicators

of monetary policy are quantity of money and credit aggregates

as well as interest rates (19, pp. 40-45; 37, p. 18).

There is widespread agreement among professional econo-

mists that there exists some correlation between money and

credit and economic activities. Also, there is considerable

controversy as to the role which should be assigned to

monetary policy in stabilizing and managing an economy.

Several theoretical and empirical studies have been conducted,

emphasizing the potency or impotency of monetary aggregates

in relation to macroeconomic trends (37, p. 18; 19, pp. 6-7).

While conceding -that monetary and credit policies are

significant, some economists do not believe, for example,

that monetary policy itself is the sole or principal

mechanism for controlling the aggregate behavior of a modern

economy. Others who believe in the potency of monetary

policy have argued that changes in the stock of money are a
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primary determinant of changes in total spending (19, pp. 6-7;

13, p. 39).

It is the belief of the author of this study that the

quantity of money supply or money in circulation does

influence macroeconomic activities in Nigeria, though the

degree of such influence cannot be determined owing to lack

of adequate data (9, p. 19). According to Friedman, such

influence is much more noticeable and stronger in the short

run in developing countries (19, p. 39). And, as he noted,

Good monetary policy cannot produce development.
Economic development fundamentally depends on much
more basic forces. It depends on the amount of
capital, the method of economic organization, the
skills of the people, the available knowledge, the
willingness to work and to serve, the receptivity
of the members of the community to change.

Given favorable preconditions, good monetary policy
can facilitate development. Perhaps even more
important, however favorable may be the preconditions,
bad monetary policy can prevent development (19, p. 61).

Money Supply

The money supply, including savings deposits and

currency in circulation, increased at an annual rate of 7

percent from the early 1960's before the war and at an

accelerating rate of 15 percent during and immediately after

the end of the war. The ratio of money supply to GNP rose

from 11 percent to 16.2 percent during the same period, while

the liquidity ratio of commercial banks rose from an average

of 32.6 percent to an average of 96.2 percent (36, pp. 18,

20-21). And, since the required liquidity has been only
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25 percent, the excess liquidity has seriously hampered the

implementation of monetary policy (36, p. 21).

Most of the excessive liquidity of the banking system

or the rapidly increasing volume of money supply is accounted

for by banking credits. According to the World Bank report,

the payments arrears started in 1968 and grew from approxi-

mately N40 million at the end of the same year to N184

million by March, 1970, and about N428 million by March, 1971.

It is also estimated that half of the domestic portion of the

arrears payments were deposited with the banking system.

These "backlog deposits" supplied considerable additional

liquidity to commercial banks, as quantified in the above

statistics. Indeed, they enhanced the huge volume of money

supply (36, p. 21).

At N1,779.2 million in June, 1975, money supply rose by

N620.8 million, or 52.7 percent, above its December, 1974,

level. This rate of increase almost tripled the 18.1 percent

increase attained in the first half of 1974. (See Table

XXVI.) As was the case since 1973, the main source of the

expansion was the monetization by government of the naira

counterpart of its foreign exchange earnings from petroleum,

as indicated earlier in this chapter. The currency componet

of money stock, as compared to its level in the preceding

year, accounted for most of the increase. From being persis-

tently lower than the demand deposit component by such

magnitude, it contributed 56.7 percent of the increase in
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money supply, compared with 25.6 percent in the same period

in 1974. Its proportionate show of money supply, therefore,

increased from 48.5 and 48.4 percent in June and December,

1974, respectively, to 51.2 percent in June, 1975. (See

Figure 6.) This development may be explained by the sudden

jump in wages following the new and enhanced wage structure

and the payment of the approved arrears whose initial impact

was to increase the demand for currency (10, p. 25).

The pattern of movement in money supply has shown an

upward thrust since the end of the war (as illustrated in

Table XXVI and Figure 6) through 1975. It was not until 1977

that the goals of monetary policy included the reduction of

excess liquidity in the economy (as a strategy to counteract

inflationary pressure in the economy) (16, p. 9).

Central Banking

At the top of Nigeria's financial structure is the Central

Bank, which functions under the Federal Ministry of Finance

(33, p. 28). It is the government banker and the major

official institution empowered to regulate monetary supply

by means of its expansionary and restrictive policies.

Banking in Nigeria dates back to 1892 when the short-

lived African Banking Corporation established a branch in

Lagos. Later, the Bank of British West Africa (now the

Standard Bank of West Africa) and Barclays Bank opened branch

offices in Lagos in 1894 and 1917, respectively. Indigenous
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banks came onto the scene much later. The first ones of

these were established in 1933 and 1947, respectively. But,

it was not until the late 1950's that banks began to play a

significant role in the economic development of Nigeria (4,

p. ii).

The Central Bank was opened in 1969; and, since its

inception, it has strengthened commercial banking operations

in Nigeria (4, p. ii). Until recently (after the war),

commercial bank loans were concentrated mainly in the general

commerce--imports, exports, and bill discounting--at the

expense of the productive and growth-inducing sectors. For

example, manufacturing and agricultural sectors had an

insignificant proportion of bank loans. The Central Bank,

therefore, initiated credit guidelines, which stipulated the

proportion of commercial bank loans and advances that must

go to each sector. In order to ensure that Nigerian business-

men get a fair share of bank loans, especially from the

foreign-owned banks, the credit guidelines further specified

that a minimum of 40 percent of such loans be given to

indigenous enterpreneurs (4, p. iv). The Central Bank's

intervention has been considered necessary because it would

ensure that a greater proportion of loans would go to the

productive sectors and less for terminal consumption; it

would also ensure that Nigerians, in such productive sectors,

could secure short-term capital from the commercial banks (4,

p. iv). With the objective of accelerating development, the
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Central Bank has, from its inception, pursued various monetary

policies to meet special development situations. Such pol-

icies have not always proved to be successful.

Commercial Banking

The rapid economic growth rate in Nigeria over the

last few years has stimulated the expansion of commercial

bank operations in the country. In 1963, there were 196

banks and branch offices. In 1974, four years after the

war, the figure jumped to 403, and by June, 1975, banks and

their branch offices totalled 416 in the country (33, pp. 58-

59; 10, p. 22). Half of these banks were solely owned by

Nigerians until last year when the Supreme Military Council

"directed that all banking institutions in the country should

have 60 percent indigenous equity participation by the 30th

of September, 1976" (14, p. 3) . But the new foreign banks,

such as the Barclays Bank of Nigeria, the United Bank for

Africa, Limited, and the Bank of America (Nigeria) Limited,

controlled the banking industry of the country prior to the

indigenization decree. For example, Barclays Bank of Nigeria,

Ltd., a British-owned bank, is the largest commercial bank,

with ninety branch offices (33, p. 58).

The majority of the state governments now have equity

holdings or large financial deposits in indigenous commercial

banks. The resulting state influence has generated a major

stimulus for branch banking in the rural areas. State and

federal governments have also assisted in the rehabilitation
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of commercial banks, which were adversely affected by the

civil war (33, p. 58).

Traditionally, commercial banks have provided short-

term financing in the country. At the end of June, 1975,

the amount of commercial bank loans and advances outstanding

was N1,121.5 million, representing an increase of N183.4

million, or 19.5 percent, above the 1974 level. Loans and

advances to the productive sectors rose by N112.5 million,

or 24.0 percent, by the end of June, 1975, as against the

increase of N70.9 million, or 15.1 percent, in loans to the

consumption-oriented sectors in the same period (10, p. 40).

This was the outcome of the Central Bank Credit Guideline.

As indicated in Table XXVII there was general compliance

with regard to the general commerce sector, with its share

of aggregate loans being persistently below the prescribed

maximum of 32.0 percent. In the light of Table XXVII, the

monthly average of loans to the production sector was 43.8

in 1975, as compared with 41.6 percent in the first half of

1974. Apart from the share of loans to the real estate and

construction subsector, which exceeded its required minimum

of 10.0 percent, the share to all other subsectors of

production remained persistently below the prescribed minimum.

However, the manufacturing subsector recorded an improvement,

with its monthly average share increasing to 27.5 percent

from the 26.6 percent attained in the comparable period of

1974.
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TABLE XXVII

SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF LOANS AND ADVANCES
(Percent)

1974
Category of Borrower 1974- 1975-

1975 1976 Jan. Feb. March

Productive Sectors/
Subsectors

Production 45.0 48.0 38.3 39.8 40.5
Agriculture 4.0 6.0 3.0 3.3 3.4
Mining and
Quarrying 4.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.2

Manufacturing 30.0 30.0 24.2 25.3 25.7
Real Estate

and Construction 7.0 10.0 10.1 10.2 10.2

Services 11.0 10.0 7.4 7.9 6.9
Public Utilities 3.0 2.0 0.4 0.9 0.6
Transportation

and Communication 8.0 8.0 7.0 7.0 6.3

Total "A" 56.0 58.0 45.7 47.7 47.4

Less Productive
Sectors/Subsectors

General Commerce 32.0 32.0 35.3 33.7 33.0
Exports 10.0 8.0 10.4 9.5 8.3
Imports 10.0 10.0 10.9 10.1 10.2
Domestic Trade 10.0 12.0 12.4 12.3 12.7
Bills Discounted 2.0 2.0 1.6 1.8 1.8

Others 12.0 10.0 19.0 18.6 19.6
Credit and

Financial Insts. 1.0 3.0 1.8 2.0 2.2
Government 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.1 1.9
Personal and
Professional 6.0 4.0 6.5 6.1 6.5

Miscellaneous 3.0 1.0 8.5 8.4 9.0

Total "B" 44.0 42.0 54.3 52.3 52.6

Total (A & B) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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TABLE XXVII--Continued

1974 1975

April May June Jan. Feb. March April May June

42.6 43.7 44.6 42.2 42.9 43.3 45.2 44.5 44.4
3.2 3.2 3.1 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.8

1.3 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.9 1.5 1.1
27.2 28.0 28.9 26.7 26.8 27.7 27.7 28.3 28.0

10.9 11.1 11.3 11.2 12.0 11.5 12.9 12.1 12.5

7.3 7.1 6.7 8.2 8.5 9.0 8.2 8.9 7.4
0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.2

6.4 6.3 5.8 7.3 7.5 7.9 7.0 7.5 6.2

49.9 50.8 51.3 50.4 51.4 52.3 53.4 53.4 51.8

30.7 29.7 30.1 29.3 28.7 28.4 27.0 28.2 28.8
7.6 7.5 7.6 8.8 8.2 7.3 7.5 6.7 6.2
9.5 8.7 8.7 8.4 8.7 8.9 7.4 9.6 10.9

12.0 11.6 11.6 10.7 10.4 10.7 10.4 10.3 10.1
1.6 1.9 2.2 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.6

19.4 19.5 18.6 20.3 19.9 19.3 19.6 18.4 19.4

2.4 2.3 2.9 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.5 1.6 2.5
2.b 2.1 1.9 4.0 3.6 3.8 4.3 4.3 4.0

6.3 6.4 6.4 6.7 6.4 6.5 6.7 6.2 6.5
8.7 8.7 8.4 7.5 7.7 7.2 7.1 6.3 6.4

50.1 49.2 48.7 49.6 48.6 47.7 46.6 46.6 48.2

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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The share of the services sector continued to fall

short of the minimum target. The proportion of loans and

advances to others averaged 19.5 percent, as compared to the

permissible limit of 10.0 percent.

Judging from the above analysis, it might, therefore,

be correct to emphasize that commercial banks have, at least

indirectly, contributed to the pace of economic development

in Nigeria. For example, by investing their excess liquidity

in the call-money fund, treasury bills, and certificates,

they are helping to build the nucleus of a money market in

post-war Nigeria. At the international level, through

letters of credit and other documentary collections, they are

increasing Nigeria's trade with the rest of the world (4,

p. iv).

Money and Capital Markets

The dominant instruments in the post-war money market

have been treasury bills and certificates, and commercial

paper. With the inflow of oil money as well as the huge

wage and salary increases in 1975, the demand for short-term

government securities has been substantially in excess of the

available supply (10, p. 25). To accommodate a portion of

the excess demand, a new instrument, known as Certificate of

Deposits (CD), was introduced into the market in March, 1975.

The CD's are of two categories--Negotiable Certificate of

Deposits (NCD), and Non-Negotiable Certificate of Deposits

(NNCD). These certificates are issued as inter-bank
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instruments aimed at providing outlets, particularly for the

commercial banks to utilize their excess liquidity where the

CD's are issued by the merchant banks.

The main features of the NCD's are as follows: a

maturity range of between three and thirty-six months, whole-

sale unit issue of N50,000, the classification of those of

less than eighteen months maturity as liquid assets for the

purpose of calculating the liquidity ratio, and their

rediscountability at the Central Bank. The NNCD's are to be

issued, with denominations ranging between N1,000 and N50,000,

and held to maturity (10, p. 28).

A second money-market instrument currently is known as

Banker's Unit Fund (BUF). The fund is meant to enable

commercial and merchant banks as well as other financial

institutions to invest part of their liquid funds in federal

government stocks of various maturities. The stocks must

not exceed three-years maturity. Any bank's investment in

the fund will count as part of its specified investment. Any

participant's investment in the fund is repayable on demand,

provided calls are made in multiples of N10,000 (10, p. 28).

The capital market in the Nigerian financial scene is

in its embryonic stage. The Lagos Stock Exchange has been

the only prevailing institution. As of June, 1974, there

were 1,565 transactions. By the end of June, 1975, the

volume declined to 287. However, in terms of value, there

was an appreciable jump from N24.8 million to N34.2 million.
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According to experts in the Central Bank, the decline in

the number of transactions was attributable to the expira-

tion of the period of transition in which the indigenization

of the shares of the scheduled business enterprises became

fully implemented (10, p. 31).

It is important, for the capital market to be able to

operate effectively, that the volume and value of transac-

tions be sizable enough. Judd noted that the development of

an effective stock exchange depends upon trading volume and

vice versa (23,p. 102).

At this point, it would be of interest to note the

recent measures adopted by the Nigerian government which are

likely to influence both the money and capital markets.

Along with other measures adopted in the 1975-1976 federal

government budget to combat inflation, the interest rate

structure which had been in operation since 1968 was changed.

The new structure was intended to encourage higher levels of

savings and investments. Thus, the minimum interest rate on

savings with commercial bank was raised from 3 to 4 percent,

while that of the Federal Savings Bank was increased by one

percentage point to 5 percent. On the other hand, the range

of lending rates was reduced as shown in Table XXVIII (10,

p. 35). The degree to which this measure would enhance

capital and moneymarket conditions may be deemed doubtful,

and the extent to which. it would depress the upsurge of

inflationary spiral cannot be quantified.
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TABLE XXVIII

INTEREST RATES STRUCTURE

Structure/Rates Old Rates New Rates

Minimum Rediscount Rate 4-1/2% 3-1/2%

Treasury Bill Rate 4% ,"3%

Treasury Certificates of
One--Year Maturity 4-1/2% To be retired

as they mature
Treasury Certificates of

Two-Year Maturity 4-3/8% To be retired
as they mature

Lending Rates
Minimum 7% 6%
Maximum 12% 9%

Produce Bill Rates 6% 4-1/2%

Deposit Rates
Minimum 3% 4%
Maximum 6% No Maximum
Federal Savings Bank 4% 5%

Other Financial Institutions

The Nigerian Bank for Commerce and Industry, which was

established May 5, 1973, provides loans to Nigerian citizens,

institutions, and organizations for medium- and long-term

investments, thus fostering industry and commerce. Since

its establishment, the bank has opened five branches and

has assisted in the financing of textile, timber, and food-

processing projects in addition to road transport-equipment

purchases. The federal government is planning to lend more
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than $164 million during the Third National Plan to the bank

(33, pp. 58-59).

The Nigerian Industrial Development Bank is another

specialized financial institution. Since the end of the war,
it has responded to the need for financial assistance and

advice to revitalize the war-damaged industries (4, p. iv).
Its principal role has been that of providing the much-needed

capital for viable industrial projects in the farm loans and
debentures or by taking equity shares in a company (4, p. iv).
The federal government plans to make available about $567
million to enhance its operations (33, p. 60)4.

The next group is the insurance business. There are
about eighty-nine insurance companies in the country, seventy-
five of which are owned by Nigerians. The potential for the
insurance industry is enormous. According to the managing

director of the National Insurance Corporation of Nigeria,
the insurance market will continue to grow at an average

annual rate of 35 percent.
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF POST-CIVIL WAR ECONOMIC-DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING AND POLICIES

Development planning involves the organization of human

endeavors toward the maximization of economic performance,

consistent with other social and political objectives (10,

p. 106). The overall objectives of national economic plan-

ning should determine, to a substantial extent, the order of

priority of projects studied for feasibility; and, in turn,

the results of the studies should influence the planning

perspective. In a scheme of national project planning, pro-

jects should be considered in relation to other projects in

order to determine whether or not they are complementary or

contradictory. Thus, a particular project or a number of

projects might not be feasible in isolation; but, when

considered together in a coordinated plan, they might provide

the missing elements of viability and contribute to national

economic development (9, pp. 121-122). Thus, effective plan-

ning is a strategic instrument for economic development.

According to Lewis, the purpose of the development plan

is threefold:

1. To help the government to pursue policies which

encourage private individuals to make decisions

148
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which favor growth--to invest more, plant more,

use fertilizers, undergo training, change, and

so on;

2. To determine priorities for its own expenditures

on current and capital account, including invest-

ments in government enterprises; and

3. To help ensure that adequate finance is mobilized

for private and public investment (11, p. 35).

While the above planning elements are held to be vital,

it is the consideration of this study that effective develop-

ment planning needs to embrace (a) the objectives and

priorities of the plan, (b) overall strategy, (c) overall

desired rate of growth of the economy, (d) the desired

capital/output ratio, (e) investment targets, (f) the

structure of investment (g) human-capital development, (h)

sound financial management geared toward maximization of

plan objectives, and (i) phasing in and implementing the

plan. Obviously, implementation of a development plan

requires an understanding of the motivations of the popula-

tion and the manner in which it is likely to respond to

incentives, exhortations, and directions. It is from these

frames of reference that the validity and effectiveness of

a national development plan may be evaluated. It is the

conviction of this study that, considering the immensity

of Nigeria's development potential, substantial improvement

in the technique of plan formulation and implementation may
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insure the social and economic transformation that the

nation is seeking.

The First National Development
Plan: 1962-1968

Nigeria's 1962 to 1968 National Plan represented the

country's first attempt at comprehensive, integrated plan-

ning (4, p. 189), based, for the first time, on an analysis

of the economy and its major trends (14, p. 23).

It was formulated after the nation's attainment of

political independence in 1960. The country, at that time,

was still economically dependent on her former colonial

power and on the West. In effect, the structure of the plan,

in some measure, reflected the goals and objectives of those

foreign powers. Sanu, the ambassador of Nigeria in the

United States, noted,

The colonial economy was structurally tied to the
west. . . . In order to increase the structural
economic dependence on the west, an economic plan
whose financing would depend substantially on
foreign capital was imposed on us. . . . As such,
it was imperative, and in order to achieve the
objectives of the plan whose relevance to the true
needs of Nigeria could not be rationalized, that
our government had to cultivate the friendship of
the west (6, p. 6).

The First Development Plan called for a total expendi-

ture of $1.9 billion, of which as much as $949 million would

have to come from the West (6, p. 5). Regardless of how

indigenous Nigerians construed the role of foreign influence

on the plan, suffice it to say that dependence on foreign
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resources, at that particular time, was clearly indispens-

able to the nation's economic operation. (See Tables XXIX

and XXX.)

Tables XXIX and XXX both reflect the importance of

foreign aid to the financing of the plan. Each of the four

regional governments was to limit its capital expenditure

program to twice the amount of funds that it was able to

provide itself so that the dependence on foreign aid might

not exceed half of its required finances. It was hard to

enforce this rule, and there was an uncovered financial gap.

But the 50 percent dependence on foreign aid was excessive,

by almost any standard (2, p. 25).

Among the various goals specified in the plan, the

following were the most obvious ones:

1. A growth rate of the economy of 4 percent or more.

2. Attainment of the desired growth rate by investing

15 percent of the GDP and, at the same time,

endeavoring to raise the per capita consumption

by 1 percent annually.

3. An increase in the domestic savings ratio from

about 9.5 percent of GDP in 1960-1961 to about

15 percent by 1975.

4. A more equitable distribution of income, both among

individuals and among regions.

5. The creation of more jobs and opportunities in

nonagricultural occupations.
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6. An increase in the production of export crops and

the introduction of more modern agricultural

methods (2, p. 29) .

7. Priority to be given to industry and technical

training as well (4, p. 189).

TABLE XXX

EXPECTED FUNDS FOR THE CAPITAL-EXPENDITURE PROGRAMS,
1962-1963--1967-1968 BREAKDOWN BY

MAJOR CATEGORIES*

Expected Funds Federal East West North Total

Recurrent Budget Surpluses 27.0 6.0 11.5 -16.1 28.4
Domestic Borrowing and

Central Bank 63.7 - . . . 12.0 75.7
External Reserves and

Other Accumulated
Funds 30.0 1.7 3.5 . . 35.2

Internal Resources of
the Statutory
Corporations 80.0 - - . . . . 80.0

Marketing Boards - . 14.1 10.0 15.0 39.1
Foreign Aid 203.5 33.9 45.2 44.5 327.1
Other 0 0.* 0.2 4.4 4.6Uncovered Gap 2.7 12.0 19.9 29.1 63.7

Total Capital
Program (Less
Underspending) 406.9 67.7 90.3 88.9 653.8

*Source: Federal Ministry of Economic Development,
National Development Plan: Progress Report 1964, Lagos,
1965, p. 27.

The determinants of the quality of the plan's implemen-

tation were many and complex as well as closely interrelated.

Wells analyzes the priority and the plan strategy as follows:
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1. If the targets, with respect to growth, were to

be achieved, the plan had to represent a marginal

shift of government effort toward directly produc-

tive types of investments in the agricultural and

industrial sectors.

2. The capacity of these sectors to absorb investment

effectively was limited, and this constituted

effective limitations on the rate of growth.

3. The causes of limited absorptive capacity were to

be traced, inter alia, to shortages of knowledge

and trained manpower; hence, the emphasis on

increased training of intermediate and higher-level,

skilled personnel (4, p. 259).

Even though the agricultural sector was given priority

in the plan, there were few feasibility studies of agricul-

tural projects by planners during the plan's preparation

period from 1960 to 1962 (4, p. 189). Wells observed that

there was a lack of coordination between project studies

and the budgetary process within the agricultural sector.

He also revealed that the bulk of agricultural investment

went into large government-directed projects, such as

plantations and settlement projects, rather than into

extension services to support traditional farming, a decision

which resulted in failure to attain the plan's goal (5,

pp. 260-261). There was a significant amount of underspend-

ing for development during the first four years of the plan.
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Dean attributes this underspending primarily to a lack of

executive capacity among the indigenous administrators of

the government (2, pp. 116-124). He also observed that the

great shortfall in finance was ascribed to "tied foreign"

aid, which was no longer forthcoming owing to the diversion

of some of the specific projects to other uses. Would-be

donors did not feel obligated to honor their initial promises,

and this shortfall tended to destroy the financial feasibility

of the plan (2, pp. 116-117).

As a result, the plan's target was not fully attained.

The poor coordination of resources, administrative deficien-

cies, combined with the plan's great reliance on foreign aid,

and the changing political climate and institutional framework

of aid administration accounted for disappointing results in

the implementation of the plan. During the period 1966 to

1970, implementation of the latter part of the plan was

interrupted as a consequence of the political instability

leading to the civil war and the civil war itself. The

federal government, in response to that situation, formulated

a Second National Plan for reconstruction and development

(15, p. 23).

The Second National Development
Plan: 1970-1974

The Second National Development Plan was primarily a

program of public-investment activities by projects, but with

sufficient safeguards prevailing to preserve flexibility in
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applying the specific elements of the plan. The underlying

intention was clearly to establish a list of selected,

approved projects for which resources were to be made avail-

able in descending order of development priority (15, p. 23).

The major priorities of the plan were as follow:

1. Higher-level agricultural output to produce cheaper

food and thus combat inflation;

2. Intensification of rural development;

3. Improvement of the infrastructural framework

necessary for balanced economic and social

development;

4. Measures to solve the huge problems of unemploy-

ment and illiteracy; and

5. Greater Nigerianization of the economy (1, pp. 613-

621; 12, p. 38).

These major objectives of the plan represented a fairly

good response by the planners to the needs of the nation.

However, the failure to specify the desired growth rate of

the economy and such other important policy considerations as

a desired investment structure, monetary growth rate, specific

agricultural strategies, and the conception of the plan as a

continuous exercise in implementation and evaluation weakened

its overall effect. It was the failure of the latter, which

required managerial skill and commitment that was not avail-

able, that opened the gate for the several bottlenecks which

handicapped attainment of a number of the plan's objectives.
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Humagun Mira, during his leadership of the World 
Bank's

mission to Nigeria, observed, "The obstacle to the develop-

ment of this country isn't money. It is the lack of

institutions and management to meet the needs of the country"

(12, p. 38). This problem was also prevalent during the

First Plan period, as noted earlier.

The Second Plan introduced, for the first time in the

nation's economic planning, the technique of "phasing" the

whole plan. Such phasing (or formulation of medium-type plan)

demands constant monitoring of both the economic development

itself and the decision-making apparatus for short-term

economic policy. This, in turn, requires the availability of

adequate and timely information on the overall 
and sectoral

performance of the economy and on the bottlenecks, problems,

and incipient problems which develop inevitably from time to

time. These qualities and capacities are not readily avail-

able in Nigeria. Basic statistical services are generally

weak and, in some instances, nonexistent; though important

quantatitive data often becomes accessible, but only 
after

considerable delay. These deficiencies, in large measure,

are caused by the lack or inadequacy of strong, organizational

machinery with adequate staff and physical resources capable

of performing the necessary statistical functions 
(15, p. 23).

Although priority was given to agriculture, output con-

tinued to decline owing to urban drift and insufficient

investment in agriculture and to an absence of any coordinated
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agricultural policy in the plan (12, p. 38). The planners

were fully aware of the agricultural problems that confronted

them, but their policy lacked techniques to alleviate those

problems. The planners, however, deserve credit for their

recommendations for irrigation projects at the Benue and Niger

Basins, the Lake Chad basin, and other regions. The positive

steps taken under the plan to build and reconstruct 
infra-

structure are equally deserving of credit (12, p. 38).

Education, which received the highest priority in the

plan, struggled along, with its traditional misallocation

of resources, throughout the plan period. This is best

explained in a Lagos newspaper headline, "Too Many Eggheads,

Too Few Technicians." The article complained that "students

are proudly memorizing Plato when they should be learning how

to construct (sewage) systems" (12, p. 38).

In summary, the Second National Plan was no better than

the First, in terms of coordination and implementation. The

main bottlenecks of the First Plan were the lack of prepared-

ness for the specific projects and the limited executive

capacity in critical sectors, resulting in large under-

expenditure of the allocated funds. These problems also

plagued the Second Plan. In agriculture, for example, which

is the mainstay of Nigerian economy, 43 percent of the planned

allocation remained unspent because of inadequacies in both

the design and the implementation of specific project plans

(15, p. 23).
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The Third National Development
Plan: 1975-1980

The Third National Development Plan, 1975 to 1980, was

formally launched on March 29, 1975. The aggregate projected

investment expenditure in the economy is nearly N45 billion,

70 percent of which is for public-sector projects. Actual

expenditures during the plan period are expected to be con-

siderably less than this, owing to underspending expected to

arise from implementation constraints. The plan is the

largest investment program ever to be undertaken in Nigeria,

the nominal size of the Second National Development Plan,

1970 to 1974, being only N3 billion.

Objectives and Strategy

The broad objectives of the Third.National Development

Plan are the same as those enumerated in the Second National

Development Plan, i.e., establishing Nigeria as a self-

reliant nation, with a great dynamic economy and an egalitarian

society holding opportunities for all citizens. Admittedly, as

the planners themselves recognize, these are long-term, general

goals to which economic planning will continue to be directed.

The specific short-term objectives of the plan, designed to

contribute th.e realization of these ultimate goals, are as

follow:

1. Rapid growth in per capita income, which is expected

to increase on the average by 6.5 percent a year,
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assuming that the population grows at an average

rate of 2.5 percent;

2. More even distribution of income, the benefits of

economic development being so spread out as to

bring about a marked improvement in the standard

of living of the masses of the people;

3. Reduction in the level of unemployment;

4. Adequate supplies of all categories of manpower

required for sustained economic growth;

5. Increased diversification of the economy through

rapid expansion and broadening of industrial

activities;

6. Balanced development to ensure simultaneous growth

of all the country's geographical areas, reduction

of the disparity in living standards between the

urban and rural sectors, and lessening of mass

migration of population to the urban centers; and

7. Indigenization of economic activity (3, p. 69).

The overall strategy of the plan is to use the nation's

substantial revenues from oil to increase the productive

capacity of the economy by creating the economic and social

infrastructure necessary for a self-sustaining growth. Toward

this end, the recently approved revenue-allocation system has

been designed to ensure that all of the governments in the

federation will have adequate financial resources that will
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enable them to implement their respective programs fully (13,

p. v).

Because of the planned increase in investment and in

income during the period, imports are expected to increase

rapidly from N1.6 billion in 1974 to 1975 to N7.1 billion in

1979 to 1980, that is, an average rate of 35 percent per annum.

Overall, ranging from 61 to 68 percent, capital goods and raw

materials will dominate the import bill throughout the five-

year period.

With an annual growth rate of about 6 percent, the

contribution of nonoil exports might not be substantial.

Increased local processing, as well as rising domestic con-

sumption, would lower the growth of exports. The results of

planned agricultural investment is not expected 
to have direct

impact on primary exports until the end of the plan 
period.

As a result, crude oil exports are expected to be the dominant

source of foreign-exchange earnings throughout the five-year

period, accounting for not less than 96 percent (3, p. 70).

Planned Expenditures

The nominal capital expenditures of all the governments

of the federation under the Third National Development Plan

total N32.9 billion. This sum includes federal government

transfers to states, a move which lowers the total volume of

public-sector expenditure to about N32.0 billion. However, it

is expected that an underspending of N12.0 billion will result

from such implementation constraints as shortage of executive
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capacity, delays in material procurement, and so on. There-

fore, the effective total, public capital expenditure 
is

reduced further to N20.0 billion. The nominal total capital

expenditure, under the indicative plan for the private sector,

is N12.9 billion. However, by assuming a 20 percent average

underspending, the total effective private-sector expenditure

becomes N10.0 billion. Thus, while the overall nominal

expenditures for both the public and private 
sectors amount

to N44.9 billion, the effective total expenditure is expected

to be N30.0 billion.

Public Sector

Public-sector nominal expenditures are allocated to

four broad categories. (See Table XXXI.) The economic

sector has the dominant share of about N20.5 billion, or

62.3 percent, followed by administration, with 13.6 percent.

The regional and social categories account, respectively, for

12.6 percent and 11.5 percent. The breakdown shows that

transport, which accounts for 22.2 percent, has the largest

allocation, as was the case under the two previous national

plans. This emphasis derives from the determination of 
the

governments to develop essential infrastructural facilities,

such as roads, bridges, ports, further, in order to enable

the private sector -to provide goods and services adequately

to the people.
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The second largest allocation goes to the manufacturing

sector, with an overall share of 16.2 percent of total nominal

expenditures. This is designed to broaden the manufacturing

sector, which has hitherto been largely characterized by light

consumer items such as shoes, textiles, cigarettes, bear, soft

drinks, and so forth. Broadening the manufacturing sector

entails moving into the area of consumer durables such as cars,

trucks, iron and steel products, which are largely capital

intensive. In order to reduce unemployment, some labor-

intensive projects have been included in the plan. Various

educational and training programs have also been designed to

eliminate the problem of the shortage of manpower at both

the high and intermediate levels by the end of the plan period.

Such programs as the Universal-Free Primary Education and free

technical and tuition-frew university education have been

introduced ($, p. 8; 7, p. 12; 3, p. 72).

Gross Domestic Product

The Gross Domestic Product, valued at 1974-1975 factory

cost, is projected to grow from N14.4 billion in 1974-1975 to

N22.7 billion in 1979-1980, i.e., at an average rate of 9.5

percent over the entire plan period. (See Table XXXII.) The

per capita income is expected to rise from N205 in 1975-1976

to N290 in 1979-1980. Average annual growth rates of 20 per-

cent and above are estimated for such sectors as education,

electricity and water supply, health, and building and con-

struction which claim priority in the public-sector investment
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program. The proportionate shares of mining and agricultural

sectors are expected to decline, respectively, from 45.5 and

23.4 percent in 1974-1975 to 37.5 and 19.0 percent in 1979-

1980. For these sectors, the average annual growth rates of

5.3 and 5.0 percent, respectively, are envisaged. It is

expected that the 5.0 percent growth in agriculture 
will con-

siderably improve the domestic food supply situation to meet

the increasing needs of a growing population (3, p. 72).

The ratio of the gross national product (GNP) to GDP

is expected to rise from about 94 percent in 1974-1975 to

almost 98 percent in 1979-1980 and to average 97 percent for

the whole period of the plan, compared with the average pro-

portion of 95 percent during the Second National Development

Plan period. This favorable development should arise from

the government's indigenisation policy, under which private

Nigerian entrepreneurs are expected to play an increasing

role in the country's economic affairs, and from the govern-

ment's substantial participation in major sectors of industry.

In contrast to earlier plans, the projected volume of

investment throughout the Third Plan period is to be financed

entirely from Nigeria's own resources. National savings are

projected to exceed investment expenditures by about N15

billion (3, p. 72).

Gross fixed-capital formation is projected to rise

progressively from N2.6 billion, or 20.8 percent of GDP, in

1974-1975 to N9.1 billion in 1979-1980. For the period as a
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whole, capital formation will average 25 percent of GDP.

The bulk of the investment, 80 percent, will be in building

and construction, although the proportion is to fall to about

71 percent in the last year of the plan, from about 79 per-

cent in the first two years.

The External Sector

The balance-of-payments position is projected to remain

favorable throughout the plan period, with external reserves

rising by a yearly average of over N3 billion. The huge

investment in manufacturing activity does not, however,

eliminate the public-private sector complementarity envisaged

under the plan because the activities covered are those

associated with large initial investments and substantial

risk problems which government involvement could reduce.

Agriculture has about 5 percent of the total nominal

allocations. There are two investment strategies here--

assistance to private farmers and direct government involve-

ment in production. The assistance to private farmers will

be in the form of subsidized inputs, the provision of credit

and monetary incentives, and support services. The farmers'

efforts will be supplemented by direct government investment

in large-scale plantations, land development, and irrigation

schemes (3, p. 74) .
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Private Sector

The sectoral distribution of the investments cannot

be clearly defined because of statistical problems involved

in indicative planning. However, it is expected that private-

sector investment during the plan period will be largely in

agriculture, mining, manufacturing, distributive trades,

building and construction, road transportation, and general

commerce. Finance for the private-sector program will come

from both domestic and external sources, the latter covering

expenditures by foreign investors.

Regional Plan

One element in the Third National Development Plan

which had received only modest attention in the previous

national plans is physical planning. The neglect of this

problem previously has resulted in disorderly spatial develop-

ment in many parts of the country. In order to redress this

error, the Third Plan now has specific regional goals. The

states have been chosen as the relevant units--economic

development regions--for the new regional policy objective of

balanced development. The regional policy also envisages

some balance in the development of urban, vis-a-vis the rural,

areas. Considerations of balanced development among the

various regions (states) as well as between rural and urban

areas influence the capital allocations under the plan.
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General Policy Measures

In order to ensure that the private sector plays a

role which is consistent with national objectives and

priorities, certain policies which have economy-wide impact

may be pursued throughout the plan period.

The main policy goals are stated 'to be the attainment

of rapid economic growth and development, price stability,

and social equity. Policy instruments will be selected from

the fiscal, monetary, and incomes areas according to the plan

document (3, p. 74).

The focus of fiscal policy is considered to be the

combating of inflation and the redistributing of personal

incomes. Imports are anticipated to be liberalized through

the removal of all administrative controls and nontariff

barriers and the further reduction of import and excise

duties. It is hoped that the Price Control Board, after

being reorganized, will intensify its activities in order to

ensure that government consessions result in lower consumer

prices. The National Supply Company and State Supply

Companies (to be set up) are expected to intensify the

importation of goods. In order to facilitate the redistribu-

tion of incomes, the reformed marketing-board system will

ensure reasonably high farm prices. Farm inputs will be

given further subsidy support. Finally, government will

guarantee minimum prices and incomes for food producers (3,

p. 75).
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The focus of monetary policy is considered to be the

control of inflation. The problem of excess liquidity in

the banking system, which has resulted from the government's

spending of its oil revenue, is likely to accentuate during

the Third Plan period because public finances are likely to

improve further. However, certain key sectors face credit

constraints. Therefore, monetary policy will correct the

imbalance in the monetary sector by directing credit to

needy sectors. The growth of money supply will also be

watched in order to control inflationary pressures. Selec-

tive credit and variations in lending and deposit rates of

interest are other policy instruments that are to be directed

toward the attainment of high savings and investments with

minimum inflation (3, p. 75).

Income policy will focus attention on personal income,

interest income, profits and dividends, and rents. Two new

organizations--Incomes Analysis Unit and a Pay Research Unit--

are to be set up to help in the formulation of an operational

income policy. In the area of personal income, salaries and

wages, as well as rural incomes, are the most sensitive

components of income that will be watched. Measures con-

sidered to boost nonmoney income for both rural areas and the

urban labor force are proposed.

Although interest income is likely to rise in the

financial sector as a result of anti-inflation measures,
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it is expected that such income will largely accrue 
to the

government through its participation 
in the financial sector.

Profits will be regulated through the control of

commodity prices, systematic elimination of monopolistic

practices, and measures to combat the shortage of essential

commodities. The capital ownership base will be further

broadened by the enforcement of the provisions 
of the

Nigerian Enterprises Promotion Decree on 
relevant businesses

still in default.

Rents will be regulated, through both direct and

indirect measures, in order to ensure equitable 
distribution

of income and to combat inflation. Existing rent tribunals

will be strengthened to deal with breaches against 
the rent-

control laws. Further, government, through its housing pro-

grams, housing corporations, and a mortage bank (to be set

up) will intensify the expansion of the supply of dewlling

houses (3, p. 75).

It is not easy at this early date to evaluate the

Third National Plan with any accuracy. Based, however, on

the performance of the economy during the first two 
years

of the plan, Nigeria is making a tremendous stride 
in

economic progress relative to other developing nations. The

problem of skilled-management deficiency, 
however, is sure

to persist.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

An attempt has been made to monitor the major trends

and policies that have characterized Nigeria's economic

development from the end of the Nigerian civil war to the

current period. The most significant contributory elements

have been identified and their dynamic roles investigated.

Limiting factors have been explored as well. The study has

also dealt with the events that led to the civil war itself.

The war inculcated in Nigerians a sense of unity and nation-

hood which, in part, contributed to the rapid post-war

economic growth and development. The division of the country

into nineteen different states is an effort to abolish the

fear of domination by any particular tribe. As a Nigerian

envoy to the United States remarked,

the main significance of the reorganization of the

Federation into . . . nineteen states is the abolition

of the fear of domination by one region or one ethnic

group over others. Fear breeds fear. The destruction

of the cause of fear will, over time, release construc-

tive forces for progress and harmony amongst various

states (4, p. 34).

New development patterns have emerged in the post-war

period. Agriculture, which was the mainstay of the pre-war

economy, has declined greatly owing to urban drift and poor

174
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agricultural planning and policies. The Nigerian economy

has been tremendously transformed by the petroleum industry

and by the rising tide of petroleum revenue (3, p. 3).

In the six or seven years since the end of the war,

the political scene has become more stable, 
and the post-war

growth rates of gross domestic product 
and income have been

considerably stronger than those characteristic of the pre-

war period. While agriculture has lagged behind, even below

that of the pre-war per capita level, the output of the oil

industry has been about three times the maximum pre-war 
level.

Income from petroleum production has been further 
augmented

by OPEC price hikes (7, p. 2). By the end of 1976, out of a

total export earnings of $9.321 billion, petroleum production

alone accounted for $8.669, or 93 percent. Income per capita

rose from under $100 in the pre-war years to about $305 (3,

pp. 3, 5). Gross Domestic Product, with an average 
growth

rate of 4 percent in the pre-war era, registered about 6.5

percent per annum in real terms from 1972 to 1975 (2, p. 6).

Government services, including health and education, expanded

at an average yearly rate of 20 percent, while power, 
trans-

portation, and communication sustained an average annual

growth rate of 15 percent. There has been a significant rise

in national savings, generated by recent wage and salary

awards, from about 10 percent at the end of the war to 22 per-

cent in 1973. It then escalated to 38 percent following the

country's entry into the OPEC cartel, but subsequently
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dropped under 30 percent by the end of 1975 (2, p. 17).

Considering the magnitude of objections to OPEC cartel pric-

ing by the oil-importing nations and the current search for

oil or its substitutes by those nations, OPEC's future as

well as the Nigerian economic boom may tend to be of limited

duration.

At the same time, public consumption climbed drastically,

at an average rate of 17 percent, while private consumption

scored a relative decline from 80 percent of GDP in 1970 to

about 59 percent of GDP in 1975. This produced a 5.4 per

year average annual increase in consumption, or a 3 percent

per year average annual increase per capita in consumption,

over the past five years (2, p. 7) .

These rapid changes were not without such problems as

staggering port and traffic congestion, frequent gasoline

and electricity shortages, sluggish domestic agricultural

expansion, a drift of rural workers to the urban areas,

inflation, insufficient storage facilities, and inadequate

agricultural policies. All these problems contributed to

a depressed output of essential commodities despite a web

of governmental improvement schemes (3, p. 6; 1, p. 4). The

net effect has been to render Nigeria a shortage economy.

The problem of managerial deficiency or lack of executive

capacity, as well as lack of commitment on the part of

indigenous administrators to the national goal, all continue

to plague the nation's economic administration.
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Nigeria is lacking in effective means of economic

organization and the needed skills of its indigenous popu-

lation. Technical knowledge is also in short supply, and

there is a lack of willingness on the part of the masses to

change their lifestyles and institutions. Effective plan-

ning, which might increase productive employment 
opportunities

through all sectors of the economy, is all but absent. With-

out such planning, the essential foundation for improving

living levels of the broad masses of the citizenry cannot be

achieved. Fundamental changes in the social and economic

institutional structure inherited from Nigeria's colonial

masters must be achieved. New trading partners might be

sought in an attempt to diversify trading patterns. 
New

partnerships might bring with them technological 
innovations

that often accompany such new situations. The Nigerian

economy, considering its vast potential, could perform far

more effectively than it does currently. Unsound monetary

management, which is partly responsible for the nation's

galloping inflationary rate, and the lack of coordinated

investment goals are further deterrents to the overall per-

formance of the economy. Inadequate methods of revenue

allocation to the states by the federal government are likely

to create future uncertainty, which must of necessity impede

economic development. The country also suffers from a lack

of coordination of its industrial base.
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Recommendations

Nigeria, which is not even self-sufficient in 
food supply

and which imports nearly all of the technology 
needed for its

economic development, should be aware that 
even now there is

heavy pressure on every penny of its 
national petroleum

revenue. Each of the nineteen states created depends entirely

on federal funds for survival. It is incumbent on the govern-

ment to exercise great wisdom and restraint 
in its application

of public funds. It is imperative that the national govern-

ment create and offer motivations for hard work and personal

savings. Above all, it must discourage all forms of waste

and extravagance. Nigerians have been misinformed about the

true underlying economic condition of their 
nation. There is

an erroneous belief that Nigeria is a rich country, and from

that misconception come the wasteful spending 
habits of the

great majority of the population. 
Nigeria does not have

affluence, only the potential for affluence. 
Affluence

itself is a long way off.

Nigeria must intensify its rural development. 
The

average village dweller in Nigeria today is 
a subsistence

farmer, lacking in social amenities and existing in abject

poverty (6, p. 7). Educational facilities in the rural

areas are greatly inferior to those in the urban 
areas; and

most, if not all, of the higher educational 
institutions are

located in the cities. Shortages of schools (in quantity,

quality, and variety); shortages of qualified teachers;
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shortage of school equipment; shortages of balanced school

diets; shortages of school health clinics; shortages of

libraries and bookshops; shortages of pipe-borne water and

electricity, postal facilities, and social conveniences

cripple education in the rural areas. The concentration of

industry in the major cities is directly respOnlible for

the drift by rural farmers to the cities. Poverty, adult

illiteracy, lack of trade skills and skill-training facilities,

ignorance about alternative profitable ventures 
or employment,

ignorance about existing opportunities for government aid,

adherence to traditional lifestyles, and the absence of an

effective job market are other reasons why rural youths 
drift

to the cities. Unless the government identifies these rural

shortages, recognizes the distress of rural people, and

diverts a reasonable degree of development effort toward 
the

problems, the decline in agricultural output will worsen;

and solutions will become even more difficult to achieve.

Basic education made readily available to the rural

people can go a long way toward alleviating 
these problems.

That basic education could take the following forms:

1. Information about sources (e.g., the Nigerian

Agricultural Bank, which offers loans to farmers),

2. Information about obtaining loans,

3. Lessons in productively utilizing such loans,

4. Training in utilizing simple farm machinery,
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5. Information concerning the importance of manures

and other fertilizers and methods of creating

and maintaining such, and

6. Training in cooperative farming.

Incorporated into a coordinated program by the government, the

several specific points herein noted can provide distinctly

positive results.

Another major step to improve agricultural productivity

would be for the federal government to establish a land-use

survey program to advise farmers on soil testing and plant

analysis. Experts could advise individual farmers on the use

of appropriate fertilizers and plant varieties for their

particular types of soil. Ignorance in this specific area of

knowledge is responsible in significant measure for the low

agricultural productivity in Nigeria (5, p. 5).

Despite the economy of large-scale industry, it is still

unwise for the country to engage in big capital investments

for high industrial plants. In order to be able to decentralize

industrialization to the rural areas as well as to smaller

cities, the country would need to concentrate on small- and

medium-size production ventures.

It is startling to observe that the federal government's

method of revenue allocation is based solely on population

of each state. It would be both feasible and desirable to

formulate criteria for revenue allocation, based not only on

population, but on other factors such as the location of
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available natural resources, the availability of existing

basic facilities, and the inherent assets 
of each state.

What does the future hold for Nigeria as a developing,

new African state? Nigeria has the potential for greatness

in its large reservoir of manpower and natural 
resources.

What is lacking is the application of technology. Nigeria

needs to develop her technology through 
investment in the

adaptation of technology to her own 
specific needs. This

will require hard work and great sacrifice. As a pre-

requisite, Nigerians must cultivate 
a new tradition of

devotion to duty and to abhorrence of bribery 
and corruption.

The civil war revealed the potential of Nigerians to

work together toward a common goal (7, pp. 23-24), and

Nigerians must build on that potential. The war also

revealed the immensity of wasted human talent and the

potential which exists in directing 
that talent into economic

development. Given good economic planning and monetary

management, a willingness to effect institutional 
changes,

strong leadership possessing a well-articulated 
sense of

direction and purpose, there is no reason why Nigeria should

not emerge in time as the first truly modern state in Black

Africa.
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